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Register, Est. May, 1896.
a
'DEATH RESULTED
Street Car Conductor Fatal-
ly Crushed By Cars.
SHOCKING FATE OF
MALCOLM, GIZEZNL.r...a.
Young Man's Death Made More Hor-




As a result of having his leg badlry
crushed just above the knee, Con-
ductor Malcolm Greenlee, of the
street railway service, died yesterday
afternoon at 5:45 o'clock at River-
side hospital, where he was carried
for treatment by the physicians after
the accident, which occurred at First
and Broadway. He got caught be-
*teen two street cars at that point,
'one bumping into the other while he
was standing within the rails and be-
tween the cars changing the trolley
"4 his own car. .His right kg was
l'Inalaght between the buinpers and
crushed fearfully. The mishap oc-
curred about to o'clock, and he was
immediately taken to the hospital,
where he gradually sank until claim-
ed by death at the hour mentioned.
The body was then reirsoved to the
Pool & Nance undertaking establish-
meat on South Third street, where it
is being prepared for burial. The
funeral services have not yet been
arranged,
The Broadway
end of the l'oe at First and Broadway
,and clialiged its trolley. preparatory
4 tojreturning West on its next trip.
It•stool there waiting for the Sixtb
and Jackson street car No. 59 that
had J. S Bagsby as motorman and
Greelea as conductor. When
09 rolled up and stopped Greenlee
AruWed the trolley 'down and :weer-
: ing it around to the rear stepped in
berivfen his car and the Broadway,dustry.
'car to replace the trolley. White'
Greenlee was between tfiese two cars
car No. so of the Trimble street di-
vision rolled up, with E. C. Matlock
as conductor and H. B. Rule as nto-
car had run to the
torman. The latter, shut off his cur-
rent and applied the brakes, but the
car would not stop and kept eliding
onward until it struck No. 59 and
pushed it back into the Broadway car
at the rear. Between 59 and the
Broadway car Greenlee was caught,
the bumpers catching his leg just
above the knee and badly mangling
same. His cries attracted attention
oind he was gotten out and carried
'into Julian Grear's machine shop,
where Doctors Robertson and 'Hearne
were summoned, and dressing the
Mat, sent the injured man to the hos-
pital where he died.
After the accident General Mana-
ger Bleeker examined the car and
found the brake and everything al-
right. On looking at the track, how-
ever, he found that cocoanut kernel
and graphite had been spread on the
• rails This made the trac.. 'ticker
*than grease could effect, and he be-
lieves parties placed same thereon
with the• malicious intent of getting
some of the non-union employes
caught between the cars and injured,
Mt happened. The eyetem owners
' will spare no expense to find out who
did the dirty work, and proseerste
a them to the fun extent of the law.
Malcolm Greenlee was ad years of
age and has been residing in this cityi
4 for a number of years past, for aboutf
three years of which time he has been
connected with the street car com-
pany and always proved himself an
energetic and reliable young man,
highly thought of by the officials of
that concern. He had been employed
around the VVlest Broadway barn of
the company and periodically out on
the cars, but did not take * regulnr
position until the strike came on over
a month since.
He was born near lvfarion, Ky., and
leaves his mother, two sisters and two
.1 brother', the latter being Messrs.r Clarence and Leslie Greenlee, who
are both employed by the car cot*
parry and very reliable and upright
young men.
The deceased boarded with Mrs.
Mlufler, at Twelfth and Broadway,
and the funeral services will probably
be held there. The hour for the cer-
emonies has not yet been set, but
after the services the boy will be
interred at Oak Grove cemetery.
'A pathetic incident conneeted with
the unfortunate death is that Miss
Ate Hays, of 1103 97*h Third street,
was the intended wife of the deceas-
ed, and yesterdaf afternoon when the
doctors sew that he was going to die,
she was sent for in order that she
4 traaht be present. The youri lady
arrived at the hospital, however, just
five minutes after the Grim Reaper
JUDGE PARK SOLD THREE
FINE BUILDINGS AT
MAYFIELD.
Mr. Thomas Givens May Locate in
Nashville, Tenn. —Com-
mercial News.
Judge D. G. Park yesterday closed
a deal whereby he sold three of his
brick buildings in Mayfield to A. M.
Jones for $25,000. The buildings are
among the best in that city and occu-
pied by large and flourishing mer-
cantile estabbiehanents. The neal has
been on for several, days and is one
of the largest real estate transactions
made there recently. judge Park
owns the "Park Block" there also,
where his Mayfield office is located,
and retains possession of that.
New Location. 4*
Mr. Thomas Givens, the former
wholesale grocer of here, is now in
Tenn., but has not yet fully decideck
and may locate in Nashville, Tenn.,
but has not yet fully decided. He
has been at Tisla, Oklahoma, where
his son resides, but will not go back
there to resume his residence. His
fareily is at Henderson, where they
have been for a number of months,
and when be gets setded in Nashville,
they will join him there, that is if
he fulfy 'makes up his mind to enter
the several businesses offered him. t
Not Much Butanes.
The rain of last evening seemed to
have a bad effect on business in the
retail district, as not the moat
amount of shopping was done by the
public.
Cereal Plant
.Tomorrow there is expected in the
city representatives of the Eastern
capitalists who are prospecting for a
location for a big cereal mil/. They
have been here once before and look
with great favor on Paducah, but they
have stated notbius definitely yet as
to where they would start their in-
3
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$25,000 DEAL ASSETS VALUED
/INVENTORY OF EQUIPMENT
FILED BY ASSIGNEE STILES
OF Y. M. C. A.
Big Rives-men,
Colonel John Vance and Capt. J.
Frank Ellison left at noon yesterday
for their Ironies in Cincinnati, after
spending four hours here en route!
back from the Cairo convention.1
Both pronounced the teetering th.
greatest convention ever held by elf
Ohio Volley Improvement association
and they are sanguine of the ultimate
success that win cap their efforts to
lock and dam the Ohio.
AUNT PHOEBE
THREATENED TO BURN OUT
SAM UMBEL, SO HE
SAYS.
Major Ellithorpe Had a Fit on Sec-
ond Street and Was Taken to
Riverside Hospital.
"Aunt I'hoebe," colored, was ar-
rested yesterday afternoon by Offiers
Gourievx and Alexander on the
charge of disorderly conduct, con-
slating of threatening to burn the
house of Sam Liebe' of Ninth and
Washington streets, and also threat-
ening to poison the horses of this
gentleman. "Aunt Phoebe" is all that
ish is known by here, she being
little dried up woman seventy years
of age, and who has a son which she
believe, is dead, because he does not
write her. She always has the police
to direct a letter to him every week
or so, and will then come in every
day to see if an answer is received.
Once in a while she "flies her kite,'
but this is the first time she has been
arrested for years.
Had a Fit.
Officers Cross and Terrell yester-
day before noon found Major Elli-
thorpe stretched out across the side-
walk on South Second street, he bay-
ing been attacked with one of his
fits that overcome •him periodically.
In filling his face and head struck
in such a manner as to cut him, and
he was sent to the city hospital for
treatment.
had claimed Mr. Greenlea, and on
ing informed of this fact she was s
overcome that she swooned and eon*
siderabie trouble vas had in restort
ing her. She was taken back to bet
home, and the shack was so great
that she is now confined from ner-
vous prostration mid is considered
dangerously ill by Dr. B. T. Hall, who
was sumnfoned. He believes that
within 1 day Of two, she Will have T
covered. She is the daughter of Rev.
Marion Hays, a retired Minister.
Number of Deedls Lodged for Record
With Clerk, Who Also Issued
Wedding Licenses.
Assignee Harry D. Stiles, of the
Young Men's Christian association,
has filed in the county clerk's office
an inventory showing the valuation
placed on rise apparatus, equipment
and effects of the assigned concern.
The entire outfit is estimated to be
worth $369.90, and as soon as Judge
Lightfoot returns from Carbondale,
Ill., he will take up the question of
permitting the assignee to dispose of
the equipment so the business of the
organization can be wound up.
Land Sold.
Land lying in the connty has been
transferred by J. S. Griffith to G. W.
Potts for Poo, and the deed lodged
for record yesterday with the clerk.
Gip Husbands transferred to E. I.).
Thurman property in the Faxon addi-
tion, pursuant to circuit court judg-
ments.
Fen' $500, T. M. Baker sold property
in the county to J. E. Keen.
'Mlattie Fortson sold to G. W. Kel-
le-y for ;to, property lying in the
county on the Paducah and Wood-
vike road.
For ;75, property on the south
side of Tennessee street was sold to
William B. Walters by E. W. Whitte-
more.,
J. L. Ware transferred to P. H.
Owen for $Soo, property on the May-
Id and Metropcoli!, road out in the
nty.
Licensed to Wed.
Marriage licenses were issued by
the clerk to the following parties: E.
0. Thompson, aged as and a grocer,
and Nannie 'Desoto, aged 17, the lat-
ter of Marshall county, the former of
Paducah; John S. Woody, aged 25,
and Theresa Bach, aged 39, of this
city. The groom is a nsacitinist and
this is his first wedding, while the
bride has been married once before.
BADLY BURNED
MISS ROSA DUNOY VICTIM OF
BURNS YESTERDAY
MORNING
Match Ignited Her Gloves Which
Were Soaked With Benzine She
Had Been Using.
Yesterday morning at .5i o'clock
Miss Rena Dounsiy, of the Nineteenth
gpd Vs'althington street neighborhood,
was fearfully burned about the bands
and arms as the result of a match
igniting the benzine soaking her
gloves which she had been cleansing
with the liquid. She had a narrow
escape from her clothing igniting and
burning to death, which would 'Nob
ably have been the fate, but for hes
sister coming to the new ue
The unfortunate young lady put
her kid gloves on and then dipping
her hands into benaine washed the
dirt from the gloves, which she kept
on het hands after completing the
work, for the purpose of letting the
-benzine thoroughly dry before tak-
ing them off. While she had the
gloves on some off the children asked
her to strike a match and set fire to
a pile of leaves they had scraped up
in the yard. Preparing to do so she
struck the match and' immediately
her hands and arms were enveloped
in flame% as the benzine had not en-
tirely dried yet and the fumes quick-
ly ignited from the flaming end of
the match
She was burned fearfully before
her sister could tear the gloves from
her hands. Her clothing cane near
igniting and wouPd have *me so but
for the prompt action on the part of
herself and sisted, who smothered
the fire as quickly se possible
LIKE A LITTLE CHILD.
Morristown, N. J., Nov. tft—Mist
Mary Scally, known' to many people
as "the nineteen-year-old infant," hes
come out of her lam infantile stale,
which lasted six months, apparently
tibne the worse for her experience.
On the okcasion of two previous at-
tack* east was in that condition only
s few weeks. Sllie is all right now,
and phyaiciana believe the third at-
ck wilt be the last one.
During these attacks, adtiohl have
tried the physiciane, Miss Scatty
has exhibited a the natural incline-
lone of a child of a few years.




The Traveling Men's Club Will
Charge the T. P. A. for Use of
the New Quarters.
The clubroom question which the
Paducah Traveling Men's club has
been considering for a long while,
was finally taktn up last evening and
a definite step made in this connec-
tion by selection of a: committee to
look around for a suitable location
and see what same could be procured
for. The organization is composed
of drummers, or traveling men com-
ing into this city and making their
headquarters, and they are desirous
of procuring ,clubrooms where the
members and their friends can while
away their spare moments while in
Paducah.
The traveling men took up their
clubroom question last summer, but
being busy at that time with their
carnival arrangements, they- postpon-
ed the other matter until after the
festival which was given six weeks
ago and proved a fine success, con-
sidering it coeing their first verstud
in this lines- tow that this is over
the clubroom proposition is again re-
sumed and last night a committee
consisting of Messrs. Ernest Lackey:
and Robert Renner was chosen to
select suitable quarters and report
back at the next session of the drum-
men, if possible.) The ineeting of
last night was at the office of Mt.
Benner and quite a number of the
members were them
The Travelers' Plot-active Associa-
tion in this city is composed of drum
niers also, bet this is a different or-
ganization from the Traveling Men'3
Association. The T. P. A., however,
wants to consolidate, from the club-
room star-40am, with the other
body and both use the quarter!, to-
gether. Irk _oinking this arrangement
the P. T. U. C. aria charge. the T.
P. A. a istiftreithly rent for else
use of the
If poirsible the drummers want to
get a residence which they can fit up,
having bedroom*, writing, reeding,
bathroom, aecreation, game and either
rocitnirt.*We the lawn will be equip-
ped with sittings and other comforts
for the men.
MINISTERS HERE
DR. HILL AND REV. RAMSEY
ARRIVED HERE LAST
NIGHT.
Bible Class M'eets Tomorrow After-
noon at 4.30 O'Clock at the
New Parish House.
Rev. Dr. 11111 of Louisville, arrived
here last evening and this morning
commences the series of protracted
meetings which will be held at the
First Baptist church. He will preach
every morning and evening for the
ensuing week, when Rev. Gates, of
Louisville, comes to help in the work
and relieve the other evangelist. Dr.
Hill is at the home of Mr. Skelton,
on North Sixth between Jefferson
and Monroe streets, while in the city.
Beloved Minister.
Rev. E. B. Ramsey arrived last
night from Mlay.field and will this
mourning preach at the Broadway
Methodist church. He will be greet-
ed not only by every member of that
congregation, but hundreds from out-
side churches, as the love and esteem
entertained towards him was- never
confined to any denomination in this
city, Where foe- four years he was
pastor of the Broadway chtircin
Bible Class.
Tomorrow afternoon at 4:3o o'clock
the Bible clam oil Rector David
Wright of cerace Episcopal church,
will meet at the new parish house.
The subject for study is "Hosea."
Christian Science.
Christian Science services will be
held this Morning at 527 Broadway.
"Ancient and Miadern Necromancy."
will be the subject for worship. Tes-
timonial meeting is held Wednesday
evening at 7:30 o'clock. Everybrala
cordially invited, to attend these set •
vices.
The court of appeal" of Keuturicy
has ruled that a county fiscal court
may appoint one, and only one, road
supervisor in the county.
Believing lie had murdered his wife
Alexander Labrie, a we-stew Cana-
dian Rimier, banged himself.
CITY AUTHORITIES REFUSED
TO MAKE THEM FOR THE
FERRY GRANT.
Tomorrow Night. at- the Council
Meeting the Question Comes Up
Oaptain Robert Owen, of the ferry
1
boat Bettie Owen, yesterday said the
city authorities would no'w have to
work out their own salvation regard-
ing the ferryboat franchise put up
for sale, but on which the Mewls.
Owen refused to bid The reason
the sale was to be conducted was to
renew the present grant of the oper-
ators of the Bettie Owen.
Captain Owen continued that al-
though he was averse to _talking
about the matter, as he cared not to
appear as trying to agitate the matter
contrary to the public officials, still
he would say that he and his brother,
Captain James Owen, had in every
manner pOsisible tried to point out
to the city authorities why certain
changes should be made in the fran-
chise, but the others could not see
it that way, therefore they did not
care for the renewal, but would con-
tinue operating their boat until com-
pelled to stop.
One little change Mr. Owen want-
ed but was refused was regarding
the rates charred for the hay wagons
coning hem from the upper Illinois
landings and also from Brookport.
A vehicle of this character is-charged
no cents' coming ovor from - the lib-
noie handing and $1 from larookpocit .
Tire is for the round trip. Many
farmers getting on the biyat at the
upper Illinois lending come over here
and unload their bey and then go
back by way of 'Brookport, and when
the captain conks around to collect,
he ash, for his go cents charged foe
the round trip from the upper land-
ing Over here and then back. The
roam!' trip fare from Brookport is
$t for boy wagons, therefore when
tlat 'captain asks the upper Illiaraie
former for his ninety cents and OM
the Brookport farmer, who stanch
right beside, for his $i the Brookport
man cannot underetand why it is he
i: charged ten cents more than the
other.
As it is as much trouble to haul
the upper Illinois landing farmer as
it is the Arookport man, the Messrs.
Owen wanted permission in their re-
newal fraraohiee to charge both $1,
but this was refused them. Many
other reminoble requests of the
Menke. Owen were refused, and as
a result they reftssed to take the
grant. At tomorrow night's session
of the council it win be decided
whether to change the grant to coo-
form to their requests, or whether it
shall be sold to another, and some
loos taken towards compelling Owen
Brothers to discontinue operating
their ferry until they get a franchise.
K'S. OF C.
BIG CROWD GOES DOWN TO
CAIRO THIS MORNING ON
SPECIAL.
There Will Be Instituted at Egyptian
City the Newly Organized Lodge
of This Name.
This morning at 8 o'clock the
Knights of Columbus lodge of this
city leaves in a body for Cairo on
their special train, they going down
to participate in the ceremonies con-
ducted at institution of the newly or-
ganized lodge in that city. The train
leaves at 8 o'clock from the Union
depot here, but stops at Eleventh
and Broadway, where the most of the
brethren wiN board same. Anyone
desiring Ito go down on the train can
do so whether a member of the ordor
or a friend.
For a number of years members of
this order have resickel in Cairo, but
on account of no 'subordinate body
flourivhing there they affiliated with
lodges of other cities. Now the num
her has grown so large that they
have organized a lodge which will
be instituted today with a member-
ship of about fifty-seven. The cere-
monies wilt be conducted in one of
the big lodge COMM there today,
while tonight at the Hottiday Henke
the Cairo brethren will entertain
themselves and outside members
with an elegant banquet.
The Oairo nnerrheris were here in
full fOrce several Sundays ago when
the new lodge was organized for this
city and tow a rennin visit is paid
by the Paducah affiliate', who return
tonight about T 2 eChrilek on their
epeciat train. There are about sixty
inembere here and nearly all of them
will go down, while a hundred others
will be there from Afferent places.
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FELL FROM POLE
MR T. D. PRESNELe WAS
PAINFULLY HURT AT
SMITHLAND.




Merchants' Policeman James Pres-
nell yesterday received word that the
day before his brother, nr. Theo.
Presnell, of Smithland, was painfuliy,
hurt by fallingafroom a telephone pole,
but no bones broken,.
The injured man is manager for the
telephone company at Smith land, and
a wire needing repairs, and no line-
man being handy Mr. Presnell climb-
ed up to fix same, when he slippe&
and fell. He is now confined at his
home there.
Continues Improving.
NIT. John Porteous continues im-
proving at his home on West Trim-
ble- street and the attending physi-
cians now believe he will get 'well.
He has been suffering front a severe
attack of lung themorrh...,...
Fell in Jumping.
Mrs. Robert Fisher, -wife of the
veterinary surgeon of near town on
the Benton road, is suffering from a
painfully injured side and arm, caus-
ed by falling in jumping from her
buggy when the horse started to run
away Friday evening at Sixth and
Elizabeth streets.
Arm Hurt.
Mr Lloyd Rogers of the street car
service, is suffering from his right
arm, whieh was painfully hurt by his
being thrown down when there came
together yesterday morning at First
and Broadway- the two cars that fa-
tally injured Conductor Malcolm
Greenlee. Mr. Rogers has charge of
the transfer Station at Fourth and
Broadway and was on the car rgii-
TnT floor.
Leg Ba-oken.
Friends here will regret to learn
that Friday Dr. Herbert Hunt of
Mayfield, had his leg broken by the
kick of a horse. He resided here a
number of years ago and is well
known in Paducah.
Others 'sailing.
Mts. Thomas Bmwell of 17 Jack-
son street is precariously ill with
pneumonia.
Mks. Sallie Gardner is quite ill
with malaria at her lonoto on North
Ninth street.
Conductor S. D. Hutchinson was
doing nicely at the railroad hospital.,
this morning at 3 o'clock. He lOst
his foot by amputation as a resuk
of same being run over at Dyersburg
when be fell front the side of a
freight train.
Postman Charles Holliday was
some better last night at his home
an South Sixth street where he has
heen confined the past week or two
ith stomach trouble.
NEAR AGREEMENT.
Venezuela's President Says Answer
of France Was Threat.
New York, Nov. 18--The follow-
ng from President Castro,
of Venezuela, to the Herald was
printed by that paper Friday:
"The answer of France is a veiled
threat, discarding the memorandum
remitted by Mr. Russell proposing
every conciliatory method.
"Public opinion unanimously sup-
ports the attitude of ,he government
in seeking reconciliation, but firmly
sustaining the authority of tribunals,
recognized by America, but spurned
by France.
"A letter in the Paris edition of
the Herald is reproduced here with
satisfaction as telling the truth and
corresponding with memorandum.
(Signed). "CASTRO,"
Caracas, Venezuela, Nov. r6.
POSTAGE IS TOO EXPENSIVE.
'Omaha, Neb., Nov. t8.—A. J.
Seeman, an Omaha man ed wealth,
who like on 7 cents a day, is teeth,
ing marry letters from women who
want to marry him, but refuses to
answer, because, as he expresses it,
poetege stamps cost too mech.
•
ion. John G. Carliele is reported
to be quite ill at his hohw on Long
Island, N. Y. He has been failing in
health ever since his wife's death.
"11
The hip' Kentucky hal& the
rec MT American warship for
sent' a message the longiest
iseence by wireless telegraph.
The Grand Duke Adolf, reigniet
sovereign of Luxembtwg, is dead,
4,"
the Week in Social Circles.
Handsome "Concert.
The Daughters of the American
Revolution and those participating
are delighted at the charming snccess
of their elaborate conceit *yen
Thursday evening at The Kentucky',
at which time that popular playhouse
was filled with a good-sized audience
that appreciated extremeby the many
joy-fula and effective piece on the pro-
gramme. The money derived from
the entertainment goes to the general
ftmd bing gotten up here in the city
for purpose of purchasing a fine sil-
ver service that will be presented the
gunboat Paducah, which is the name-
sake of this municipality in the
United States navy.
The opening numbers were
"Smile", the march composed by Mr.
Herbert Wallersteits and the Waltz
"U. S. A." by Mr. Harry Cunning-
Aam, bosh of this city. They were
played by the fine orchestra of lei
pieces gotten up by Professor Harry
Gilbert, and both pieces and the play-
ing were sources of much delight and
applause for the audience.
Mr. R. D. McMillan, possessor of
a fine baritone voice., sang "For the
Sake of the Past," while the impres-
sive solo of Mrs. W C. Schofield
_ was entitled "Love, Could I Only Tell
Thee."
The "Village 'Choir", though
unique, was very attractive, consist-
ing of Nleselames: David M. Flour-
noy, James WeiIle and; Messrs,Slay-
den Mall and Emmett Bagby, dressed
in quaint costumes indicative of the
country village singers. "Sweet and
Low" was the first piece, while differ-
ent old airs were rendered by the
quartette.
Mrs. Wile sang "Doubt", while an-
other of Mr. Cunningham's composi-
tions presented by the orchestra was,
"When Wilderness was King." One
of the most taking renditions of the
evening was "Wynken Blynken and
Nod" by Mrs. Flournoy and Messrs:
Edward Scott, R. D. McMillan, Rich-
ard Scott and Slayden Mall.




Hundreds of ladies attended the re-
ception given yesterday afternoon at
the residence of Mira. Frank L. Scott,
oi Ninth and Madison streets, the in-
formal affair being complimentary to
Mks. Ida Harrison, of Lexington, Ky.,
who will this morning and evening
deliver missionary talks from the pul-
pit of the First Christian church. The
participants in the reception includ-
ed only ladies of the congregation,
and they found the honored guest
most brilliant and well versed in the
glorious cause for which she labors.
• Mrs. Harrison is president of the
work in this state, but her reputa-
tion extends beyond the bounds of
Kentucky, as during the national con-
vention of mission workers in San
Francisco, Cal., several months ago,
she was a leading and moving light
of progressiveness at that mammoth
assemblage.
Rev. Pinkerton, the regular pastor,
being away conducting protracted
meetings in Pennsylvania, Mrs. Har-
rison comes to supply his pulpit one
Sunday during his absence.
Sans Souci Club.
The Sans' Souci club wiU be enter-
tained' next Thursday afternoon by
Miss Clara Thompson at her home on
South Sixth near Washington street.
There will he ninny guests of honor
among them being Miss Hekn
Van Cleave of Springfield, Ill.,
and Miss Ruth ani Esther Wheeler
of Lima, Ohio, Who are the fair
guests of Mrs. James P. Smith, of
Washington near Fifth street.
Iltits.44W
Box Parties.
Several parties of people formed
box parties Thtir,day evening at the
grand concert given by the Daughters
of the American Revolution at The
Kentucky. The 'box offered for
the young lady Idling rhe most
tickets to- the concert was captured
by Miss Julia Dabney, who had as
her guests Misses Suitie Dabney,
Mary B. Jennings, Lucile Harth
Mlary Wheeler, EIsie Hodge, Lucy-
ette Soule and Filen lb-Awe11, all some dance at The Palmer, compli-
ehaperoned by Mks Virginia Nt'-we'l. mentary to their guests, Mrs. James
The other box was ocupied by A. Rose and Miss Helen Van Cleave,
Mesdames Charles James, of Evans.- of Springfield, 1'1 „and! Misses Esther
rvinte, James A. Rose, of Springfield, and Ruth Wheeber, of Lima, Ohio.
'Ill., Miss Helen Van Cleave, of .tsfetitee
Very Popular Here.
Friends the past week received
word that December 12th, at the resi-
dence of the bride in Ripley, Tenn.,
there will be united in marriage Miss
Moine Kirpatrick and Mt. Dr. John
A. Abbott, of Louisville. The nup-
tials will be quite a social event, and
followed by departure of the pair for
their bridet tour, which closes on ar-
rival at Louisville where their future
abode will be maintained.
The unusually beautiful and strik-
ingly cultured and attractive bride is
charmingly remenvbered by all here as
one of the most popular young ladies
ever coming to dna city, she having
several times visited Miss May V.
Patterson, of Jefferson between Fifth
and Sixth streets, and was ever the
center of Trench attention. She is a
queenly woman of many graces and..Iste George. Zathe G102SN Sue Gish, wnsanse traits.I,acil la Anderson, Maud M itehel The fortunate groom is connectedMa/Kers Joe Yopp, Eugene Eastland. in a responsible capacity with largeLouis Eastland, Claud McCarty, vinegar concern.Hugh McCarty, Arthur Jolly, Miss Patterson will attend the m-isleads/ries Jno. Nance, F. Eakee, tials from here.Bob W'Carty, Sallie Burrows and gfeetedMiss Ida. Nance agnsted, and an eIe- Vint Mhtinee Musical.gant supper 'was served. A like time rfesterdisy afternoon at dye fedi-
Mrs. McElwee's Party,
Mrs. Harry McElwee, of Clark be-
tween Fifth and Sixth streets, enter-
tains tomorrow afternoon at cards
noC.plimentary to Mks. James A.
Rose and Miss Helen Van Cleave of
Spring-tield. Ill., and Misses Ruth and
Esther Wheeler, of Linra, Ohio, all
of 'whom are guests of the formers
'daughter, Mrs. James P. Smith, of
Washington near Fifth street.
lbeW-ftelt
Mrs. Kiger's Series.
Next Tuesday and Wednesday af-
ternoon Mrs. Charles Kiger will en-
tertain at cards at the McFadden
flats on North Seventh between
Broadway and Jefferson streets. The
affairs are complimentary to her sis-
ter, Mrs. Charles James, of Evans-
ville, who is visiting Mrs. James
Rudy, and also Mrs. James Rose and
Miss Helen Van Cleave, of Spring-
field, Ill., and Misses Easther and
Ruth Wheeler, of Lima, Ohio, who
are the charming guests of Mfrs.
James P. Smith, of Wlashington
street.
Christian-Snider.
At Little Rock Ark., next Thurs-
day, there will be united in marriage
Miss Eloise Grahem Christian of that
city, and Professor J. E. Snider of
Bardston, Ky.
The groom is well-known in this
city where for several years he was
professor in the city public schools,
and proved himself a man of ad-
vanced ideas and sterling worth.
The charming bride is the daughter
of .Rev. Christian, formerly pastor of
the Baptist church in Louisville. Rev.




At 8:30 o'clock next Tuesday even-
ing Mrs. Laura Fowler, of Broadway
.near Seventh street, will receive com-
plimentary to Mr. and Mrs Saunders
A. Fowler who have returned from
their wedding tour, and reside at the
Fowler home, until their new resi-
dence in Arcadia is completed for
their use.
Springfield; Misses-Esther and Ruth
Wheeler, of Lima, Ohio; Mrs. Charles
Kiger and Mrs. James P. Smith of
this city. The party were guests of
Ms. Smith, at whose home Mrs.




Miss Bessie Stanfield and Master
Martin Stanfield, of Jackson near
Thirteenth street, entertained a num-
ber of their friends Saturday after
noon, with a most ckllghtful party.
Those there were Misses Rose Mc-
Carthy, Louella 'Varier, Ruth
Istlitchell, 'Ethel Faker, Lillian Eaker,
Ada Carter, 'Ben Burrows, Edna Bur-
rows, Oma Taylor, Fannie Rittorff,
Alargarctte Fay, Zelena Yopp, Littie
Yopp, Mary Glary, Esther Cross
14G-1-1W--*
Handsome Organ.
The Methodist church of Mayfield
possesses one of the finest pipe or-
gans to be found anywhere in the
country, same being in constant use
since last Mionday night when Profes-
sor Harry Gilbert, of this city, went
down there and inaugurated the in-
strument into use with a charming re-




The 'high sclbax,1 of this city is be-
coming imbued with the importance
of musical entertainments for their
benefit whenever possible, in ad-
vancing them in their studies. Tues-
day morning Professor Harry Gil-
bert rendered a number of excellent
pieces at the building for the students
on the piano, while Friday morning
the 'high echool orchestra played a
number of selections just at opening
of school hours.
There are many young people in
the school who will develop into ex-
cellent 'musicians with proper training
and chances for development of their
talent are being taken advantage of
whenever they present themselves.
44e-fr--0
Entertain at Cards.
Mks. Walthal Little, of Four-
teenth and Jefferson streets, 'has is-
sued invitations for t card party to




The art talks Miss Alice Compton
intended resuming • yesterday have
lseeh postponed indefinitely. She is
a very talented and entertaining
women of brilliance and her remarks
along these lines have always proven
unusually entertaining heretofore,
and all anxiously anticipate resump-
tion of the talks.
Altitts'sfre
Dance For Visitor -
Nth-. and Mks. Jar P. Smith, of
Washingtrm street, will. 'test Wednes-
day evening entertain t.irts a hsiet-
TO THE FALL BUYERS
WE OFFER YOU THE BEST .GOODS IT IS POSSIBLE TO
PURCHASE FOR THE PRICE, A ND OFTENTIMES BETTER '.
THAN Orl'HERS CAN SELL YO U. ISN'T THAT OBJECT
ENOUGH TO MAKE TRADING AT L. B. OGILVIE & CO.'S
WORTH YOUR WHILE?
New Dress Goods.
A GRANDER GATHERING OF DRESS FABRICS THAN THESE
WERE NEVER SHOWN IN PADUCAH. VALUE OUT OF THE
ORDINARY, BEAUTY THAT IS SUPREME SHINES FROM EV-
ERY YARD
AT 50c VENETIANS, SERGES, MIXTURES, CHECKS, PLAIDSIN ALL THE LEADING COLORS.
AT Sr oo BROADCLOTHS, PRUNELLAS, MOHAIRS, VOILES,
ETC., IN UNSURPASSED ASSORTMENTS
New Fall Suits.
THERE IS EVERY POSSIBLE INDUCEMENT FOR YOU TO
SELECT YOUR FALL AND WINTER SUIT HERE. THERE IS ACAREFULLY SELECTED, KEEN LY BOUGHT STOCK THAT IS
WITHOUT A PEER. THERE IS STYLE HERE THAT YOU WILLNOT SEE DUPLICATED ELSEWHERE AND THERE IS ALSO
SUPERB AND STRIKING VALUE. PRICES $12.50 TO $35.00. A
FEW SUITS FROCM LAST SEASON AT REDICULOUS PRICES.
New Cloaks.
WE HAVE BEE14 ALMOST OVERWHELMED IN OUR CLOAK
BUSIN4F-SS. OUR GREATEST DIFFICULTY HAS BEEN IN
KEEPING STOCK ASSORTED. BRIGHT, SNAPPY STYLES, THE
VERY PICK AND CHOICE OF TTHE BEST AND SMARTEST
THAT HAVE BEEN DESIGNED ARE THE KIND THAT WE
ARiE SHOWING GOOD VALUES AT $5 oo, BE
TTER AT $xo.00 AND ON UP TO HANDSOME SILK AND FUR-LI
NED COATS AT $25 AND $35.
- Hosiery and Underwear.
THEY ARE THE BEST THAT CAN BE TURNED OUT BY A
PERFECTLY EQUIPPED MILL USING HIGHLY SKILLED HELP
AND YARN THAT IS ASSORTED THREE TIMES FOR IMPER-
Ladies' Union Suits 
Ladies' Vests and Pants 
Children's Union Suits 










Children's Vests and Pants 
Children's Black Ribbed Pants at 
Children's Heavy Fleeced Vests and
Boys' Heavy Stockings at
Fey Stockings for Children at 
Ladies' Fleeced Cotton Hose at 15c or 2 pair for
Pants at 
L B. Ogilvie & Co.
Agents for Butterick Patterns.
Fs.nnie Cohanan, Rella Coleman, Ret -
ta Hatfield, May Owen, Lillie May
Winstead, Blanche Hills, Sarah San-
ders, Marjorie Bagby, Louise Cox,
Nell Holland, alonima Hopkins, 'War-fore last. Many of them were there re Crumbatigli, Lulu Recd.and spent a most enjoyable afternoon
as guests of this talented and popular 
elL"tmett
Magazine Club.rrsatron. A most charming pro- The Magazine dirt) meets nextgranmie of malty rare selections had Thursday afternoon with Mrs. Louisa
Maxwell, at Hotel Craig, on Fifth
and Jefferson streets, instead of with I Ah„ s.
Miss Helen Lowery as originally an-
noursced. Opening quotations from
George Ade will be given by the mem-iBotis associate and active members bee,, while the following reports willwere present and they are now at- be made from the different maga-ranging for the second of their series' zines: Scribner's — Mesdames Eli.of gatherings. When they have Boone and George C. Wallace; Cen-played together sufficiently long they wry—Mrs. Edward L. Atkins andcontemplate giving a series of con- , Miss Henrietta Koger; Cosmopolitancerts .and other public affairs, at • —Mirs. Annie Morrow and Mitss Min-which time some of the leading ar- nie Ratcliffe; Boolcman—Mesdamestists of the country will be here Bertie F. Campbell and James A. Ru-to take part on the programme. idry; Booldover—Mirs. Henry C. Ov-Surprise Party. ; erhey and Mrs. J. Campbell Flournoy;
A number of little friends tender- EverYbody's.--Miss Kathleen White-
ed a delightful surprise party to Rob- field; Literary Digeet—Miss Et!,01
ert and Edith Dakin, of 707 South Morrow.
Twelfth street, and passed a happy tef-st-r.se.,
time at that hospitable home playing Delphic Club.different startles and participating in
various amusements.
The joyful surprises was arranged
by little Miss Fredora Flynn, and
during the evening a eumptuous
luncheon was partaken of.
'Out of Date Plumbing is Unhealthy
If your plumbing is out
of date, the members of your
househuid are constantly risking their
health. Defective plun.bing generates
germ-bearing sewer gases which pollute
the atmosphere and cermet help bst be
breathed by the occupants.
Let us examine the condition of your
plumbing, correct defective piping and
install the best sanitary fixtures made.
"Staadattr Baths and One-piece Lavatories. Our illustrated
Modern Home Plumbing" sent free upon application.
E. b. HANNAN, Plumber
namely
booklec
deuce of Mrs. David M. Flournoy, of
Seventh and Harrison streets, there
was 'held the first gathering of the
Matinee Musical -club since the ladies
perfected their organization week be-
been arranged, and the superior man-
ner of rendition evidenced the unex-
celled talent comprising the member-
ship of the advanced and progressive
organization.
Combined Clubs.
The Sans Souci club was entertain-
ed Tuesday afternoon by Miss Hat-
tie Terrell at her home on Kentucky
avenue between Fit-fh and Sixth
streets while at the same time the
Entre Nous club 'members were guests
of Miss Francis Terrell. The home
was prettily decorated with Japanese
effects which prevailed( into the prizes
and course-luncheon. Miss Marjorie
'Crumbangh won the Sans Souci club
prize, while M5ve Louise Cox took
that for the Entre Nous club The
visitor', gift was taken by airs. Dav-
id Mt Flournoy.
The guests for the conthined event
were Mks. I. D. 'Wilcox, Mrs. John
Scott, Mrs. James Utteriback, Mirs.
James Campbell, Jr., Mrs. Harris Ran-
kin, MIrs. 'Henry Grace, Mrs. Allen
Ashcraft, Mrs. Will Gilbert, Mrs. Willi
Minnie/lc Mks. I/avid Flournoy; Miss-
es Amy Levy, of St. Louie; Moorman,
of Mayfield; Elizabeth Sinnott, Irene
Scott, Carlene Sawa% yet Par
Clara Park, Faith ,.Myrtle
Greer, Ruth Well, son,
Mrs. George C. Wallace presented
an instructive and excellent paper on
"Frances I of France" at the meet-
ing Tuesday morning of the Delphic
chit) at the Carnegie library on Ninth
and Broadway. Her paper related to
the characteristics of that eminent
nobleman, while "The Condition of
F ance and the Court" was discussed
from the paper of Mrs. Mary Moc-
quot Watson.
The club meets again the coming




."Powhetan", the Indian opera to be
produced at the Kentuckky on Tues-
day night, Nov. 28, by the Paducah
singers, for the benefit of the Home
of the Friendless, is almost ready for
performance. The cast is excellent,
introducing two new "stars" in adS
dition to those who took port in the
First Lieutenant, Miss Carrie Ham
as Laughing Star and Miss L.ucyette
Soule as Winona. These two bring
considerabbe strength to the cast, the
former by tier cleverness and "chic"
manner, and the latter by her pber
11101T21121 contralto voice and dancing.
Mir. Bakes' says the opera has been
changed a great deal, being smarter








Do you want a first class job by an
expert Iwcorkman? If you do take
It to
lohn 3. 131eich, Jeweler.




Steam and Hot Water Heating:
Phone 133. 5.:.) Broadway.
44.44444444+44-14+44+++.44411
THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST C
Of Paduo"h, Kentucky.
Capitell and Surplus $155,00o
v
sk
ED P. NOBLE, PRES. G. W. ROBERTSON, V. PEEL
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER.
Transacts all regular banking business. Solicits your deposits. Pays 4
per cent per annum on time certificate of deposits.. Safety boxes in lies
proof vault fcr rent at $3 to Ito per year as to else. You carry your owe
key and no one but yourself has access.
For Vaults, Monuments and General Cemetery Work Use
GREEN RIVER STONE
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-
URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS; does not be-
come dark and discolored.
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT : : : t
Porteous Marble, Granite & Stone Works
SOLE AGENT, 1609 TRIM BLE ST., PADUCAH, KY.
New Century Hotel
DAWSON SPRINGS, KY.
This fine,modern hotel is now open under a 'new
management for guests at the
FAMOUS KENTUCKY WATERING PLACE
Very best 'Accommodations at:reasonable rates





Superior Facilities for Office
Handling Freight, Machinery 3nd:and Monroe tik, ot
And Household Goods. Both 'Phones:I, r
P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.
Abram L. Well •Sc Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Aocint. Life, Liablity, y_i.team &Mer-
e pbell Block.
Office P ne 36o. Residence Phone























































































































































e v o a par o c a
barrel. Office, 126 Broadway, Tel. Nos. 3.
IN SOCIAL CIRCLES
(Continued from Second Page.)
is ten )-ars since the first production
here of Powhatan. Richard Scott, as
the redoubtable "Captain John
Smith," has a role worthy of his
steel and his performance will be
tof interest. Ed Scott, &nett Bagby,
[Evert Thompson, Robert Chastine,
4(Will Clark and Robert Caldwell, form
a strong combination and the ladies
voices, Miss Anna Bradshaw and Mrs.
Grace with Misses Ham and Soule,
round out a captital cast. The chorus




The dance given at the Palmer on
Wednesday evening by the Cotillion
club vna an affair largely attended,
and to which additional delight was
lent by 7 rims:lance of a number of
out-of-town people. Those on the
floor were Mr. and Mrs. George
Langstaff, Mr. and Mrs. Jansen P.
Campbell, Jr., Mr. and Mrs. James
P. Smith, Mrs. Chas. James, of Evans
vile; Mummy Lucy Barnett, of Louis-
ville; Esther Wheeler, of Lima, 0.;
Ruth Wheeler, of Lima, 0.; Helen
VanCleve, of Springfield, Ill.; Ethel
!kooks, Blanche Hilis, Lily Mae Win
steed, Annie Mae Yeiser, Manic Cobb
Relies Coleman, Fannie Coleman, Hat
tie Terrell, Miklred Terrell, Frances
Terrell. Ruth Weil Elizabeth Sin-
nott, Susie Thompson, Allie Cabell,
Belle Cave, Louise Cox, May Davis,
'Myrtle Greet, Faith Langstaff, Ella
Sandtrs, May Owen; Messrs. Dewey
David Koger. E. R. Clark, E. R.
Adams, John Brooks, Walter Iverson,
• ‘John Sherwin, Snyder, Douglaa Bag-
by, Edson Hart, Wallace Weil, ma°
4 Alcott, Fred Wade, Joe Exalt, Her-
bert Hawkins, Morton Hand, John
B*cker. Douglas Nat*, Ches. Al-
cok Tpturdivant, Blanton Alien, Frank
Booisf, Evert Thompson, Stuart Sin
nott, Gus Thompson, Dr. I. B. How-
ell, Dr. Vernon Blythe, Dr. Frank
Bourne.




Mrs. OMNI'S Card Party.
The home of Mrs. Linens Orme at
Fifth and Washington streets, was
the scene of a charming informal card
party Friday afternoon, out of cant
plimem to the guests of Mks. Jams,
Peterson Smith. Chrysanthemums
and trailing vines combined a moat
elective decoration with Thanksgiv-
ing effects predominating. The guest
list was limited to the young lalies
ti the city, and for the card gameMiss Ruth Wheeler of Linn, Ohio,
took the visitor's trophy. Miss Faith
Langstaff captured first prize, on a cut
with Misses Mae ()rme and Clara
Thompson, and then presented same
to the visitors, Miss Esther VVOtsekr
taking same on a cut. Gold hat pins
comprised both prizes..
During the afternoon the guests




Mrs. Cherie" Sitwell; has issued in-
vitation. for birthday party to be
given Monday afternoon, November
aytb, at her, home in the Empire flat
on Broadway near Seventh street. It
will be in 'honor of her daugihtee,




Mir. 'Harry Lloyd, manager of the
Paducah K. I. T. league baseball
club, will today at noon entertain
the league ball players now in rte
city. Covers will be set for about
ten and a joyful reunion wi be had
by the idols of the fans.
*4/eile*
Weds in Texas.
Cards have been received here by
friends announcing that last Wednes-
day in San Antonio% Texas, there
*nu united in marriage Mies Cecelia
Loretta Cobey of that piece and Mr.
.Ationzo Miother, of Grand Rapids,
Stich. Immediately after the nuptials
the couple went to Grand Rapids to
take up their future home.
The dainty bride was here two
years ago as designer for Mies Zula
Cobbs' millinery department, while
Mr. Mosher is deputy county clerk at
Grand rRapids.
=agent Affair.
One of the most charming and at-
tractive social functions of the season
was the reception Wednesday after-
noon from 3 until 5 o'clock, of Mrs.
James Peterson Smith at her tome
on Washington near Fifth street.
Autumnal effects prevailed in the ar-
tistic decorations and various delight-
ing features throughout..
The affair was complimentary to
Mrs.  Jnses A. Rose and Miss Helen
Van Cleve of Springfield, Ilk, and
Misses Esther and Ruth Wheeler, of
Lima, Ohio, all of whom are the
gush* of Mrs. Smith, who is the
daughter of MTS. Rose. The host
and honored guests were assisted in
receiving by Mrs. 'Charles James, of
Evansville, Mks. James A. Rudy,
Mks. Harris Rankin, Mks. William
Minnich, Mrs. Linnets Orme. MTS.
Alonzo Meyers, Mks. 'William B. Me-
Pherson, Mrs. Harry MIcElwee, Mtr.
James Koger, Mrs. David Sanders,
Mrs. Frank Rieke, Mts. Henry E.
Thompson, MTS. Charles Kiger, MTS.
Oscar L. Gregory, Miss Elizabeth
Sinnott.
Yellow chrysanthemums caught
with red ribbons formed the table
decorations in the dining hall, Where
Mrs. William B. McPherson presid-
ed, wirb assistance of Misses Belle
Cave, Henrietta Koger, Retta Hat-
field, Annie Mae Yeiser and Ruth
In the sitting TOOM punch was dis-
pensed, by Mrs. Henry E Thompson,
who was assisted by Misses Mary
Linn and .M.ildred Orme.
Many guests called and the gather-




This afternoon Miss Nannie Dos-
sett and Mir. E. 0. Thompson will be
united in marriage at the residence of
Rev. Thomas Rouse, the Baptist min-
ister of the Lone Oak section of the
county. The couple reside on West
Broadway, but go out to the home of
the preacher for the ceremony, which
will be witnessed by a number of
friends and relatives. Immediately
following same they return to the
city and take up their home at 2419
Broadway, where toe groom has been
living with his mother, Mrs. Alice
Thomp son.
The young lady is a very sweet and
be,autiful girl of many friend.; and ad-
mirers, endeared by the unusually kiv-
abbe traits of character she always
evidences. She is the sister of Mks.
Ben Griffith of 2416 fBroadway and is
well known.
Mk Thompson is the energetic and
ster-ng young proprietor of the groc-
ery establishment at Broadway and
Fountain avenue. He is most highly
regarded by everyone.
Popular Young Couple.
Miss Mamie Bell, of Eden's Hill
section of the county, and Mr. Fred
Walker, of this city, will be married
next Wednesday evening at 8 o'clock
at the residence of the bride. The
nuptials wil be attended by only the
relatives and intimate friends, and
be officiated over by Rev. John S
Cheek, of the First Baptist church of
this city. After the nuptials the coo-
plc come to this city to take up their
home in tam South Sixth street.
Mks* Bell is the strikingly beautifui
daughter of Mk. and Mrs. Jesse 'Bell,
of that vicinity, several miles from
the city. She is of a pronounced bru-
nette type of loveliness and has al-
ways reigned with much popu'arity
among her wide circle of friends.
The groom is cnnnected with the
Illinois Central railroad sbops of this
city, and a reliable, efficient young
man in whose service the officials re-
pose much confidence.
LABOR MEN,
YR. JAMES D. WOOD WENT
FROM HERE TO HENDER-
SON ON BUSINESS.
Mr. Pratt Will Not Return Until
Business is Completed in In-
diana, Unless Called Back.
Mk. James D. VVbod, president of
the state federation of labor, has gone
to Henderson, after spending several
days here with the, local union people
on business connected with the strike
of the street car conductors and m111-
torrnen. While here he delivered an
address last Wednesday, when there
was held the sympathetic, gathering
by the organized bodies of this city.
The following day he conferred with
General Mlanager John Bleecker, of
the street car company, and tried to
settle the strike, but nothing was ac-
corriplislhed, as neither side will re-,
cede from their original position.
Mr. C. 0. Pratt, the chairman of
the executive committee for the In-
ternationalbOrder of Strees Railway
Employes, will not return to the city
for several weeks unless called on
something of especial importance. He
went to Indiana to look after renew-
ing a number of contracts that ex-
pire right now, and which contracts
are the agreements between the street
car companies and union men em-
ployed on their c-are. Mr. Pratt had
been here with the local strikers for
the past month, but could accomplish
nothing.
Paul V. Keyser, of Atlantic, Ia.,
recently made second assistant at-
torney general for the postoffice de-
partment, entered the service four
year ago as a clerk. He is but
twenty-four years of age, and is the
youngest man that has ever held the
position.
Madge—You're surely not going
to *end George that letter after mak-
ing those horried blots on the paper r
Marjorie--"Of course, you little
goose just draw circles around






Hon. John K. Hendrick Will be Busy
Tuesday at United States Court
Here, Hence Change.
President Dick Davis, of the board
of aldermen, and Mayor Yeiser have
changed to Wednesday night the
time for holding the meeting of the
alde-rmanic body to take up the charge
filed against City Jailer Thomas Ev-
itts, looking towards impeaching him.
They originally decided on the corn-
ing Tuesday evening as the time for
entering into the proceedings, but
Ilion. John K. Hendrick will be un-
usually busy at that time attending
the United States court which con-
venes tomorrow morning at the post-
office for. a two days' session.. The
colonel represents the city jailer and
wanting to get the federal court mat-
ters off his hands before the impeach-
ment proceeding is taken up, he got
toe president of the aldermen and the
mayor to change from Tuesday to
Wednesday night the time for hew-
ing the matter.
The charges are being prosecuted
by Hon. Hal S. Corbett as represent-
ative of Patrolman Samuel Beadles,
who is instituting the proceedings on
the ground that the jailer assaulted
the policeman at Thirteenth and Gay
streets last summer.
It will probably take two nights to
finish with the case, and if that is so,
the aldermen will have to adjourn
Wednesday night until Friday even-
ing, as Thursday evening of this
week is the time for their regular ses-
sion at which time there is always up
such a volume of business they %dB-
not have time to hear anything con-
nected with the impeachment case.
WILSON BACK.
IS MANAGER OF THE SOUTH-
ERN MUTUAL INVEST-
MENT COMPANY.
If He Remains Until the 27th and
Appears for Trial the Bond Will
Not Be Forfeited.
Manager G. E. Wilson, of the
Southern Mutual Investment com-
pany, has returned to the city and is
now bere.
He is the man charged with false
swearing in a warrant gotten out be-
fore Justice Richard Barber, in con-
nection with the case wherein 'Wil-
son had his former agent J. F. Nich-
olson arrested on the charge of em-
bezzlement, and which accusation the
former agent came dear of on estab-
lishing c-cinvinciagly his innocence.
When the case against Wilson was
called several daye ago in the mag-
isterial court he did not show up for
trial, and his lawyers reported they
did not know his whereabouts. The
ecurt etatted to take his bond as
forfeited, hut the prosecution agreed
to wait until one. week from tomor-
row, and then if Wilson did not
sbow up, declare the bond forfeited
and compel his sureties to pay that
amount into the state treasury.
The bond is $icits, and now if Wil-
mot% remains here until the 27th and
appeargrior trial, the money will not
have to be forfeited.
HOGS DRUNK ON CIDER.
(Peru, Ind., Cor. N. Y. World.)
Thiry-six hogs in an intoxicated
condition is the story which comes
from John Landwerlin, a farmer in
Shelby county, Ind. Mr. Landwerlin
says he had been making cider and
had put a barrel of it in the orchard'.
In the meantime fermentation forced
the hung out of the barrel, and the
contents ran into a trough two or
three inches from the barrel.
Thirty-six of the hogs drank all the
cider. Mr. Landwerlin visited the or-
chard an hour later and saw his hogs
staggering around and falling down.
About 5 o'clock' they were all sober
again.
Nine of the hogs did not taste the
cider, and Mr. Landwerlin says he
thinks they are prohibitionists.
Miss Roinanz—"You don't appear
to care much for mimic. Don't you
even like the popular airs?"
Miss Hunter—"No. The only pop-
ular air with me is the millionaire."
FOUND WHERE THE
HIDDEN BELLS WERE..
Portland, Ind, Nov. 17.—For at-
tempting to introduce in Portland
what has become a popular fad in
New York eight high school girls
were suspended by the principal yes-
terday. When the young ladies
ndomited the high stone steps and
climbed the stairs to the study room
I NEW HARDWARE HOUSE
We have just opened an up-to-date and well stocked hardware de-
partment for our establishment, and are carrying a mammoth
stock recognized as one of the finest in,Ithe state. It includes
Stoves, Base Burners, Cuttlery, Tinware, Woodenware, Gran-
iteware, Carpenter and Brick-mason Tools. Wire Nails, Builders'
Hardware, and infact a line of goods equal to that carried by the
leading houses of the country.
Being buyers in. large 'quantities, and on a basis with lead-
inghouses, we are UZI:position to give the best forhe least money.
Dont buy before calling and seeing ourivaried stock.
U. Rehkopt Saddlery Co.,




















LARGEST HOUSE FURNISHERS IN THE























When you start out to buy your new furniture, carpets
AND OTHER HOME FURNISHINGS, YOU MATURALLY WANT THE BEST POSSIBLE VAL-
UE FOR EVERY DOLLLAR YOU SPEND. YOU WANT STYLES THAT WILL BE AN ORNA-
MENT TO YOUR HOME, YOU WANT VALUES AND QUALITIES THAT WILL GIVE YEARSOF HONES TSERVICE, YOU WANT THE LOWEST PRICES AT WHICH GOOD GOODS CANBE SOLD, AND ALSO THE PRIVILEGE OF PAYING FOR THE SAME, AS IT SUITS YOU
TAKING ALL THE ABOVE AS A WHOLE, OUR STORE IS TNE PLACE YOU ARE LOOK-
ING FOR, AND THE MORE YOU LOOK AROUND,AND THE M ORE YOU COMPARE VALUES,THE MORE FIRMLY YOU WILL BE CONVINCED. THAT YOU CAN DO BETTER HERE
THAN ANY PLACE IN THE WORLD
EASY TO BUY, EASY TO PAY
IS THE SIGN THAT WILL
GREET YOU ON NORTH 4TH
7 STREET FROM BROADWAY.
WE HAVE ADDED AM ART DEPARTMENT TO OUR STORE, WHERE YOU WILL FIND
MANY BEAUTIFUL CREATIONS IN STATUARY SETS, EQUAL TO THOSE FOUND IN MUCH
LARGER CITIES, AND AT PRICES IN REACH OF YOU ALL. DON'T OVERLOOK THIS FACT
WHEN IN SEARCH OF HOLIDAY PRESENTS
•••
RAILROAD OR STEAMBOAT FARE REFUNDED TO ALL OUT-OF-TOWN PLIRCHASERS OF
B30.00 OR MORE. THIS IS ALSO WORTH REMEMBERING
•• e•-• • • • •- d•o-• • • 'di: • •.•• .. •
SALESROOMS 112-116 N. FOURTH ST. WAREROOMS 403-407 JEFFERSON STREET.
yesterday morning there was some-
thing that attracted the attentiori of
the faculty and caused them to turn
a sharp ear.
"Tinkle, tinkle, tinkle," was the
sound that cause from the invisible
scnnewhere. The principal had heard
that the fad was bound westward
from, New York, but had hardly ex-
pected it would be pesented to hint
for approval. He never said "garter"
once, but the eight pupils knew by
what he said that he was "wise." They
were lined up and movements. were
required of them that would prove
their guilt or innocence. The noise
that followed these movements gave
him their nteniber, and he then start-
ed to dish up prime advice.
The principal's lecture was a wealth
of blood-chilling cninpliments, which
wound up with orders that the girls
should go home, and return only
wthen they came back "bell-less," and
prepared to make open apology.
Some apologized over the telephone,
but thr principal replied that tell:-
phone apologies were nil. •One mam-
ma tried to tell the principal that the
bell fad was a very popular taw iln
New York, but the principal would










At Register Building, 523 Broadway.
JAMES E. WILHELM, Preaident.
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
ROBERT S. WILHELM, Secretary.
Entered at the postoffice of Padu-
cah, Ky., as second-class mail matter.
One Year $5.00
Six Months  2.50
Three Months  I.25
One Week  .50
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Sunday Morning, Nov, 19, 5905.
Editor Woodson and Editor Fisher.
Trouble has broken out between
the Afternoon Twins. &liter Wood-
90t1 the alleged democratic Twin ae-
CLISeS Editor Fisher the alleged re-
publican Twin of being a base In-
grate. The boy with the long, curly
VsToodision-says the boy
with no bait at all-that's Fisher-is
largely indebted to - United States
Senator Joseph Clay Stiles Black-
burn for the reappointment as Post-
master at Paducah, and, yet in spite
of Blackburn's good offices in Fish-
er's behalf that Fisher never misses
an Oppontunity to print in his Pa-
per a campaign Lie about Blackburn.
• Urey also says Franke has made his
paper a Servile Organ of the Oppon-
ents of Blackburn. "Nothing Mean
or False against Blackburn has Es-.
caaed His Col.:tonne," says Urey, and
"He is only showing what sort of
Gratitude is in his 'Soul for a Big-
hearted and Manly Man who came
to his Rescue When he was in great
Dander."
Now don't you know that Bushy
Head feelg Mighty bad towards Twin
Slick Head? Well, he does, for He
makes ail kinds of Faces at the Pie-
Eater. First thing you know the
Corporation &rectors and Whisky
directors or the Evening Twins will
bokt a special Meeting and compel
the bad boys to Kiss and Make-up.
But the 'Thought strikes us, that if
the Little Fellow had as big a piece
of Fv..e as the Big Fellow has been
chewing on for Seven Yeans, he
would not be so Touchy about Uncle
Joe. If the aforesaid thick Joe is
left out in the Cold, it about means
the passing of Urey too, and just to
think that telegrams were sent to
Blackburn at the Expense of his dem
ocratic friends. Send the bill to
Frankie.
To a Fellow up a Tree, and a tnere
On-looker. our Cast-up of the Affair
is that while Blaclebton may have
given Fisher a Boost, yet it *s a mat-
ter of History that Beckham has
Seen Either Since-He appointed the
Republican Twin as a Worlcj's Fair
Commissioner at St Louis, and the
Salary and Prominence was a nice
Pick-up. See? The fellow around
last with his Hand-Outs or Rake-
Offs, is a powerful good Fellow, as
Urey doubtless knows. Beckham
has not ben in politics for six years.
for nothing-He had no organ in
Paducah, and the Republican end of
the Evening Twins was better than
No-thing, and it was Nailed a.o.,.
and if printing Campaign Lies is to-
ing on, why that's where the Beck-
ham Machine gets art inning-Don't
you see Urry? You know the fellow
on the inside has lots of juicy jCilts
for the Fellows they can use, and the
reason some Felicpws ace not being
Used is becattie they could not con-
nect with a juicy plum.
Blackburn* now says he ie an Anti-
Machine matt If he helped Frank
Fisher to get the re-appointrrent as
Postmaster, he was aiding and abet-
ting as Rank a Meethir4 is there is
in the state. Few, if any of ore
reputable rupialaiicans in Paducah
have any sympathy -With the Fisher-
Farley machine, for it is a fact that
it S'--:n - to the side which ig But-
tered. lad 'Knifes republican nomi-
nees for democrats whenever Called
upon. If Blackburn was Engaged
in the work alleged, he was root serv-
ing the wishes of this Constituents,
for as we have often sant for the
ere of the Piece the postoffice of
Paducah is the Worst Conducted in
the Country. Some people may Dif-
fer with us on this, but we are will-
 IralliMitaminruiWIMONIMOINJOINIMOMiWadMinra•ovew lor•••••••a.sir..
it.g to leave it to -rime to verify a term longer dial, i et .vrs. There-
what we say. "fore, inasmuch as live aldermen were
Fisher and Woodson are both. in elected, three of them hold forillan
Politics for what thy can get out of
.it, and heretofore •have worked and
pulled for eadh other, but it seems
that Woodson has Gotten the Throw
Down, like every other Man who
ever Boosted Fisher, and as Wood-
son has gangthiog of a Reputation
for throwing down old friends,
he Should readily Understand why
Friaher does not "at least have some
Appreciation of the Indecency of his
present conduct." Fisher wants the
Postoffice for four years more and
the Rest of his Life, and He figures
that "Old Man Joe" is slated or De-
feat, and like all of the Fisher-Wood-
son type, he wants to Warm up to
the fellows that will assist in passing
the Pie. If Fisher loses the Post-
office and Woodson the National
Committeettaanship, both seal go to
the Rear and be heard of No More.
They have managed to hold their
Places by devious Ways and Means,
and when once Down and Out, it is
for all time to come.
lf we Remember aright, Governor
Brown gave Woodson hie first boost
in politics, yet some tern.nrars later
the most vicious and venomous
things- said about the distinguished
ex-Governor were writtee and Pub-
lished in Viroodson's gaper at Owens-
boro. And if Fisher is now Engaged
in Ripping the Hide of Jo Blackburn
who Befriended him, he is doing
nothing more than what Woodson
attempted to do to Governor Brown
six years ago.
Ingrate is a harsh word' to Gentle-
men, but to professional Pie hunting
politicians it does not offend in the
least, for in present day politics
Treachery is a Cardinal Virtue. The
Editors of the Evening Twins, arro-
gate to therhaeloes the L,eadersihip of
their respective Parties in this city,
but neither of them have any Stand-
ing whatester with the rank and file;
and neither one of them have any
elear-cut Victories to tilt* credit.
It is only Abroad that they have any
standing, but here at Home their
methods are too Well Known, and
when Woodson jumps on Fisher or
Fisher jumps on Wc.rxon, they but
tell the People of things they have
Known fbr, lo, these many years;
and such Hefty articles as that in the
News-Democrat of yeseeratay only
make the people Smile
t 
Filling Vacancies.
I As there is some talk of council-
men-elect and aldernien-elect taking
their seats this week, it might be well
for those interested to read up on t
law covering the caf•es, for it
result in serious cornplicatio
years to come over liegislatido that
night be enacted at thig time.
In the first pdace we understand
that certain men have been designat-
ed for the short terms-the law says
that long and short terms in the
general council shall be determined
by lot.
There is one vacancy in then board
of aldermen at this time, or rather
the appointee of ti-e mayor cannot
verve after dal' people have elected,
yet we understand that one of the
aldermen-elect proposes to take the
scat 147d, retain it, too after January
t This cannot be done wider the
law.
Section ,3049 oil the °barter states
that where a vacancy occurs in an
office elective by the people the
mayor appoints for •tte remainder of
the term; "Providatl . hat the unex-
pired term will end a: ''; next suc-
ceedirrg annual election at valikh
either city, town, county, district or
oatie officers are to be elected, and
tree rr,--"hs intervenes between
said succeeding annual election. the
office shall be filled as aforesaid
until said election, and then said va-
cancy shall be filled by election for
THE REMAINDER OF THE
TERM."
Alderman Smith's term ends Jan-
uary t, 1906, but he resigned more
than three months before the elec-
tion. The mayor appointed Mr.
Grief to fill the vacancy. hbr. Grief's
tenure ceased at the hate election
when the people elected for the re-
mainder of the term. The alderman-
elect who take the place vacates the
thee when the remainder of Mr.
Smith's term expires--towit, January
r. 1906. The alderman-elect who
fills the Smith yacancy tannin serve
for the year 1906, for had Mr. Smith,
remained in office his euccessor
would have been elected for two
years. the aideerrian-eleet who fills
out the remainder of the term cannot
hold on for two years 'more, if -so he
would be in office two years, one
month and ten days, and no man can
be elected to the general council for
.1.1111•00,1[40.
W. C. T. U.
years and one was elected ,to fill out •
Jeff Read's term ending January I• INTERESTING PAPER READ BY
lieoa, and one to fill out Smith's MRS. CHARLN-S MILLER
I
term, ending Jarruafy r, two, and a , 
• THURSDAY.
itaca•ney will exiat tin the board Jan- '
l uau I, teen, to be filled by appoint-
Mrs. Chiles Will
ment of the mayor until next No- Conduct Services
!vember, when the people elect foi Jail for the
the remainder of the two years or
until January 1, loon.
Aocording to the charter sortie one
should have been elected to till out
:Smith's term, four for a full two
years' term and one for the remain-




-The meetings of the W. C. It U.
continue to increase in interest and
attendantoe. On last Thuniday after-
boon the duty of the church to the
Magdalens who desire to reform,
wag one of the topics of discussion
Mrs. R. W, Chiles, who was present,to the Smith vacancy can trot hold-
longer than Deeirnber. The charter
says the people shall elect for the
remainder of the term, and forbids
the 'mayor's appointee from serving
after the ,akactiots.
The Register would iaest -tiat
!the authorities look up ihis law arid
act accordingly.
Messrs. McClellan and Ivins are
more than disposed to help Mt.
...litearst to uncover any rascality in
the New York city election. They
have so declared themselves and have
made tiler words good by their acts.
Each has said in plain Words that 'he
does not want an illegally won office
and won't accept it if he did not win
it fairly. Of course the contest is
between Messrs. Hearst and McClel-
lan and lvins is not in it, but he has
a moral right in the investigation and
is only protecting his party in what
he is doing in the premises. It
would be to the credit of the defeated
and the victors in all places where
there is reasonable doubt of the result
if these would unite in effortsato re-
snore elf doubt, especially the doubt
of rascality, and only accept an of-
tic when honestly elected thereto. All
might not win the offices in this way,
but they would win the esteem ad the
PeoPie-
Mr. IsOcCurdy, of the Mutual Life
association, who stands charged with
accepting a salary he' could not poos-
sails?: earn, loos on his own volition cut
the obligation one-half-from $ 56,-
000 to $75,000. The act is clearly an
effort to retrieve lost standing, but it
comes too late. Mr. McCurdy can
only satisfy the robbed policy holders
in the Mlutuat
office and letting the place be fiMed
by some one who Is less greedy and
more disposed ta gjea the policy-
holders of the company a chance at
diyidends.
Has President Roosevelt given
Gov. Ode'l of New York, the cold
shoulder because of 'his connection
with the insurance scandal in the
Gotham City? This idea has found
belief in New York because of the
fact that the president has appointed
a Platt man as collector for New
York over the applicant whom Gov
Odell was pushing for the position.
There is much comment over the
rather significant action of the pree-
ident.
The board of canvassers at work
on the New York vote of the 7th are
finding many inaccuracies which are
more of a reflection upon the election
officerf intelligence than upon 'their
honesty. All the contestants are be-
ing more or less benefitted by the
investigation, but as it has far yet to
go the final result Is not apparent
now. Many indictments are certaie
to follow the investigation, however.
'gave an interesting account of her
work along these lines.
Mrs. Charles' Miller read fhe fol-
lowing article, from -the Christion
Weekly: "Were we a painter we
would put upon canvas a scene of
There would be
a spacious banquet hall painted in
deepest red, and in its midst would
stand a large table laden with human
hearts crushed by the monster of
strong chink. At each plate would
stand a goblet filled with the tears
of mothers whose sons have been
ruined for both time and eternity by
the demon of liquor, and for each
guest would be supplied a napkin
woven from the fiber of the shredded
hearts of wives whose husbands have
been maddened and demonized by
liquid fire.
"At each plate would be seattd a
liquor dealer, hie eyes nanding out
in fatness, his cheeks full and reel.
his abdomen protrusive apd capaci-
ous, and blood trickling from the
corners of his mouth. Conveniently
statoined in the h-ali would be de-
mons properly attired and ready to
serve the hungry glie-ets with the.
quivering hearts of their victims.
"In 'hellish glee they pace the dish-
es containing the delicate morsel's of
the feast, and each guest drives a
fork into a heart and places it upon
his plate. See how they munch the
eavory delicacies and wash them
down with the terra in their goblets.
Hour long, 0 Lord, haw long!"
Mr,. Chdes, the superintendent of
jail and prigrm work, made the an-
nouncement that religious service
would be held at the county jail this
afternoon at y o'clock, and solicited
attendance, of ail "Aso are intere.;ted
ii jail and prison work.
The union wis enriched by the ad-
dition of another new merilber, Mrs.
Emma Rove.
The next meeting will be on Thum
day, Nrwernber 23. ae 3 o'clock, at
the same place
SOME FACTS ABOUT KISSES.
Life by resigning his
Osculation Expert Finds Thirty Va-
rieties After Much Research.
. (New York, WorkL)
Do I agree with Alfree, :'r '.s'-'r, B.
A,, that there are only eigat aleds of
kisses? Long before 1 hau come to
years of discretion I had counted
more than eight, although I didn't
differentiate them then. I never di-
vided my hisses into sections and
tagged them unless the girl's mouth
was too large to be taken in as a
whole.
Only eight varieties of kisses!
Evidently Me. Vovaler does not come
from the fatherland, where oscula-
tion is a scihice and not a satire-or
a cariosity. Our • German friends
could give pointers to this Bachelor
of Arts, for they have a great variety
of kisses, thirty appearing in their
dictionary. That there may be no
gap in the language, the German
philologists have earned the everlast-
ing gratitude of lovers by coining the
word "riachkessen which have been
missed! Not being proficient in Ger-
man, I dare not attempt to trans-late
the other twenty-nine kinds of kisses,
but if you will ask any Carman lass
to teach you how to graft tulips-the
whole thirty varieties-you won't
need any dictionary. Definitions hese
no significance until you have learned
to spell, and when it comes to oscula-
tion most men don't know even n- l•
A, B, C,s. If t!er is a girl ; 1
a man need nia..- rai to a dkt; ..
to learn what a kiss is.
By a peculiar coincidence the kisses
mentioned in the Bible agree with the
list compiled by Mir. Fowler in so far
as number is concerned, but they dif-
fer somewhat in personnel, The Bible
list of kisses- is: Approbation, adora-
tion, salutation, valediction, reconeili-
urther opposition to MY. Canata4r4oiew„ ..a.ttitiectim treachery and al-
who hasn't the walkover generally at-ifecOori.
tributed to his candldacy. 1 In addition to the kis-et; known 
to
, the Biblical writers and to MT. Pow-
The powers of --Europe are threat- kr- --kisses Christian/nd kisses pagan
ening Turkey because ni the Mace-y -there are many others. Lack of
donian financa question nd peo_ ;space permits me to 
mention only aI ahe
ple of America are 
ais 
threatening  iThere s the kiss of discovery, when
turkey because of the approach • c4 ,. a woman 'wracks a man's mouth to
"Thanksgiving. It is a safe bet that' learn whether he has been drinking.
1 the people of America are the first to In the "Beggar's Opera" one of the,
make a conquest. 
a characters says: "One may know by
.416.  ' 
I your kiss that the gin is excellent."
.While the President is in the rate 1 The election kiss 
has played well
part. It is most frequently be-cutting business he might a'so take -its
up the mist 5f toe insurance &cola- -
stowed by caedidates upOlt babies
A -1,....„. a,, e,,7 irj.escs-1-n:ort th, en-
panics, but more particularly those of gagernent kind, but those of child-
the life companies. There is great 'hood days-forfeit kisses, -mistletoe
need for a cut in such rates. 1 (and husking bee 
kissesz-where red
ears are as Much in demand as red
Mrs. Astor, the recognized leader 'lips; alt of which might be grouped
of New York society, Priday night 'under the term "privileged."
entertained Prince Liotiiii•of Batten-I There's the formal kiss of fashion,
burg. There were ninety-nine- itu6ts limited to worsen;; the curious iciss
al 'the table and among time number of custom, which varies in !Different
was Miss Alice Roosevelt. lands; the •Blarneyavariety, which 
as
Speaker Cannon, who accepts the
agreeable declaration that he wilt be
his own successor, talks of naming a
new ways and means committee,
which talk finds mudh favor among
the "standpatters." lads announce-
ment and others are likely to make
AR* Maio. -,•••••1.1.•:*ft al ,.. .....+110,41411111,000.
RACKEiHESTO 
Fine Table Wear,
THiANKSGIVING WILL SOON BE HERE AND YOU WILL-
NEED NEW TABLE LINENS-THAT IS ONE DAY THAT THE
TABLE SHOULD BE TEMPTING WITH SNOW WHITE LINENS,
OUR STOCK OF TABLE LINENS AND NAPKINS IS MOST
EXTENSIVE. WE F)AVE MANY GOOD THINGS TO SHOW YOU.
Table Linen
54 INCH GERMAN FINISHED
LINEN @ 25c YARD-58 INCH
GERMAN FINISHED LINEN AT
35c YARD 70 INCH LINEN AT soc
YARD-64 INCH LINEN @ 75C
YARD-64 INCH HEMSTITCHED
LINEN AT 75c YARD-7a INCH
TABLE LINEN @ 8s YARD- 73
INCH TABLE LINEN AN EXTRA
QUALITY AT 8gc YARD-72
INCH FINE LINEN (ig$1.00 YARD.
Linen Napkins
NAPKINS i6xx6 INCHES @ 7sc
DOZ.-223t32 INCH NAPKINS AT
$1.75 DOZ.-a24 INCH NAPKINS
AT $200 DOZ.--20:ao INCH NAP-
KINS A BETTER QUALITY @
$2.i9 DOZ.-165o6 INCH NAPKINS
@ 98c DOZ.-aaxaa INCH NAP-
KINS @ $2.75 DOZ.---22102 INCH
@ $1.50 DOZ.-2024 INCH NAP-




57 INCH DAMASK AT soc YAFT).
54 INCH DAMASK AT 49c YARD.
64 INCH DAMASK AT 6oc YARD,
63 INCH DAMASK AT 59c YARD.
72 INCH DAMASK AT 75c AND
98c YARD.
MERCERIZED NAPKINS TO
MATCH 18:18 INCH NAPKINS fig
Sias DOZ.--rotaa INCH NAPKINS
@ $1.75 DOZ.--aoxao INCH NAP-
KINS @ Soso DOZ.---18x18 NAP- o
KINS AT is DOZ. . EXTRA FINE
GRADES 22222 INCH NAPKINS @
$1.98 AND $2.50 DOZ.
FINE READY MADE TABLE
CLOTHES 2%13 YARDS AT $'.7S
EACH-PLA/k EDGE.
TABLE CLOTHES at4x21/4
YARD AT $3.50 AND $3.98 EACH.
NAPKINS TO MATCH-2024
INCHES @ Sas AND $3.50 DOZ.
TABLE CLOTHS 3 YARDS
LONG $1.115, $3.na AND $3.75 EACH,.
--es% YARD CLOTHS @






585518 INCH AT $6.98 FOR SET
CLOTHS 2 YARDS LONG




407. BROADWAY. PADUCAH, KY-
a figure of speech isn't so cold and
hard as the stone from which it takes
its name; the kiss a la Hobson, as
a reward of genius or valor; the kiss
of respect, usually given to the aged.
the dancing kite, which is one of the
moot popular figures with the country
devotees of terpsictore, and the kiss
plant-nit. which is very different, bat
often leads up to the kiss passionate.
ARTISTOCRACY OF ITALY.
There is an oid Venetian adage
which says "Conte else non coma non
cotita niente" (A count who doesn't
count money, oNosen't count for any-
thing.) And this cynical proposition
represents fairly well the sen'iment
of the modern Italian.
In that country the genera' feeling
toward the titleit aristocracy is, I will
not say one of contempt, but at best
of utter indifference. The lesear sort
of titles are regarded, as almost value-
less, even by their possessors. And
now a new rising aristocracy sup-
plied from the ranks of industry and
cotnenerce, are displacing the families
of ancient and resounding name, the
members of which fall into obscurity
and at timet into fulfilling the most
-111.7lial offices.
'..7ve known a case of a noble
•-lto followed the interesting or -
1 of a street scavenger la
a caie in a certain Italian town I
twas 'habitually eented by if waiter
with, the no a name fa-
mous in Venetian And I am
personally acquainted v ill a lord of
ahcient lineage who: . tl-;centled
from a father engaged 1.. .e .voca-
tion of railway porter.
In general the aristocracy oi
are miserabity poor. They maae t
brave :show, but behind the plend
of personal trappings and adorntnei*.t
there is often the shadow of laO.s.
dwellings and empty cupboards. Tliis.
in Italy, it possible and easy, for in
that country life is passed in the sun
and air, and the obligations of 1 vi-
tality are much less stringeat than in
Engiavd. •
The glided youth of Venice, who, in
the hawnaculate habiliments, of a Beau
Brunentel, and with airs of lord's bf
principalities, swagger across tile
Plazas San Marcri and set the hearts
of ;air viai'ans fitinering nitl tlaeir
magnificence and majesty, contrive o
do all this on something like 3 fm-ants
a day,
"The daily turnout in the Corso or
on the Princio at Rome has a splen-
dor little inferior to those of the
Chomps Elvseet or Hyde Park, yet
not a few of these languid lathes and
gay cavaliers are better acquainted
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4 Complexion Brushes, Toilet Soap,
Violet Water, Extracts all odors.






I Tel. 716, 7th and Broadway.
Blue Points at Ragan's Cafe today,
T cent each. Old 'phone 906-red.
satisfied stomach than any British
mechanic regularly earning his £2 a
i.:cek.--I.ondon
NEXT COUNCIL.
New Members Have Declared Their
Intention to Take Seats.
Tomorrow evening the council-
hold its regular meeting at the city,
hall general assembly chamber, at
which time Councihnan-elect Santini
Hill and Henry A. Katterjohn will
take their seats, they flaying declared
'their initentOn of P. doing. They
fill out the unexpired tame created
by the resignations of old members,
those oild ones riot desiring to sit in
the board being Lotus failk, a the
Fourth ward, and Robert Broadfoe4,
of the Sixth, who resigned the first
of this year, they having been
chosen for two year terms, J. P. 4
A. McCarty and John Agnew were .
chosen to fill out their terms until
clectinu whet: •--e, Hill and
Katterjohn were named by the peo-
ple to serve the remainder of the
two years Which started last Jams-
ary.
Sonic thieves and the citizens of
Riggers, Ark., indulged in a 'small
battle Thurseey. In the shooting
which oceetred two men were killed























































































Largest Stock Lowest Prices Satisfaction Guaranteed
Paducah's Only Exclusive Furniture Dealers
• The Paducah Furniture Manufacturing Co.
• rer--Ivraz BOTH PHONES 72 SALES ROOMS 114-116-207-213 SOUTH THIRD STREET.
INSPECTION CARS
WENT THROUGH HERE FOR
FINAL TIME LAST
EVENING.
Commissioner Mac D. Ferguson Re-
turned From Louisville—Twelve
Days for Nashville Service.
Yesterday afternoon the general
annual inapertion train for the Illi-
nois Central railroad reached here
on its return from Louisville, which
place they lek yesterday morning at
7 o'clock. -Reaching ,here the train
passed on through fior Cairo and in-
spected that divis.ion. Returning they
again got to Paducah at 7:3o o'clock
last night and went on up the Louis-
ville division to Princeton, from
whence they go over to Hopkinsville
and then up the Ohio Valley division
of the road to Evansville. From
this latter city they CT 0013 the Ohio
river and proceed back to Chicago
by way of Peoria, Ill. They get to
Chicago tomorrow or next day, and
thereby wind up their toter which
has carried them over the entire sos-
tens.
Railroad Commissioner.
Hon. Mac D. Ferguson arrived here
lase evening and is at the Palmer.
He is the railroad conwnissioner from
this district and ites been at Louis-
ville attending the meeting oil his
board which is looking -into the
charge that discrinauition is being
made by the railroad entering that
City, as regards shipping rate, elrarg-
ed patrons.
just Twelve Days.
Just twelve day* from today the
&oi3 Central railroad will begin
-tainoing trains into Nashville, Tann.,
-over their leased hue, the Tennessee
Central, which the I. C. now touches
Hopkinevilke, where the terminals
of both roads exist for that division.
Between now and then nig I C. will
make orders changing headquarters
-of many conductors. engineers and
-other trainmen who will run into
MAU COBB DEAD
HE EXPIRED OF PNEUMONIA
AT COUNTY POOR FARM
"YESTERDAY.
Was Member of a Well Known Fain-
Tly, But Had Been Inmate for
Ten Years Past.
Yesterday afternoon about 6 o'cletek
there passed away at the county poor
farm a remarkable character, Ilfiark
Cobh, Who is well known all iver
this sertion of the country, despite
his unfortunate cirettorstances which
have kept him in the farm for the
past ten yearr.
The deceased was born fifty three
years ago at Edtlyvide, Ky., and was
a son of the late Robert Cobb, who
was one of the wealthiest and most
prominent men in this section of the
country. Below Mark Cole was of
age the family moved to this city
and built their handsome residence
now occupied at Sixth and Jefferson
streets by alitlior Moses Bhatitn.
When the father died he deeded that '
'homestead to Mark Cobb, who sokl
name and squandered this and the bah ;
*nee of his fort-not.
The deceased has been an inmate
eg the pool' form for ten years past,
and was a it.cy pecreiar and unusual
character, possessed of extraordinary ,
tr*its. Despite his fallings he was a:
very learned man, and in his prime'
one (of the swell social men of this:
city. He kaves a halebrother in
Texas :and a half-sister in EvansVele.
The heinctins will today be !nosed
to the Mot & Nante tin4crtakitig ea-
taiblishment on Soot% 1184' >4-et...I
and arrangements then made for the
funeral services.
The d''c'eS44 Pa4ed 'avrty after an :
attack of pnetnnonia which overcame,
'him only three days ago, but which'
was net reperied . as idatagaretta until,
he dtieaselia. at Meting heild on hint I
Co.,. CI h„o, 'have been
att
the fly te give
kir fe freene 'Vein
meet sonleamen, ofjanint.thesy_Pre he large enough to make all




• • 1 Gan Chellint to- ye the agay swirls
Tliere .5.,gretie ..fiortage iis treigt4 vntrelib 010060. rh• heditt6 be
eara at Louraviale, which Is handicap- advanced e"'d the" gle'w Teel."'" as-
piog shipment. greatly. cepted, but this is not the object of
She cosnyiaint.
WIDOWS' RIGHTS
RALLIE CHILES FILED SUIT
TO CLAIM HUSBAND'S
ESTATE.
The Wickham Piano Plate Company
Sued L. E. Girardey & Co. on
Note Now Due.
In the circuit coma yesterday Hai-
lie E. Chiles filed snit against T. B.
Chiles and others, asking that she be
given what the law allows widows,
from the estate of her fate husband,
W. S. 'Clara, auto died during lase
May.
The Wife in_ber pkition states that
her husbands will did not make prop-
er provision for herself, and that she
had in the county court renbunced •
her claim to vahatever he provided
for her. Now she sues for the por-
tion the gime laws allow a 'widow.
Balance on Note.
The Wickham Piano Plate cons-
pany of Ohio, filed suit against L E.
Girardey & Co. for ft92.2.4 balance
c:ainved due on a/ninety-day note of
$332 defentkarita' exeCsited to plaintiff
Mlarch 156, 1905.
Horse Deal.
Barney Levitaa sued-Morris McKane
for $55, as a resalt of a horse trade
they :had. Levitan says atcKane
came to him one day with a horse
that McKane claimed was bis own
property, and desired swapping for
the horse Levitan owned. The deal
was made and Levitan gave $5 to
-boot." Afterwyr de a third party
came and claimed the horse MicKane
swopped Levitan did not belong to
IdicKane, but to the third party, who
made Levitme give unite brute. Now
Levitan sues for the value of his
horse he traded *Kane and the Ss
additional.
Controversy Over Safe.
Lawyers Oliver & Oliver will to-
morsow in the -geartarly court file a
suit for Warren & Warren, the jew-
elers, against the4Carey Safe crsnpluty
of HAAG, New Torts, as.the result ui
a controversy over a safe the &fend-
. ants want to sell plaintiffs.
Warren & Whiwen wanted a safe
larger than lithe ogee they now have.
and the Carey people ptorrilsed to
send them from Cincinnati one suited
tor their use. The safe came forward
lima the local jeweler, paid $15 freight
on seine. Then they found the safe
entirety too gime, and now sue the
Carey people to be refunded the $15
freight paid out, and also request
that the Carey people take away their
safe. The Cares- people offered to
take the jewelers' old safe and $75
for the new one, but the laher does
not come up to their representations
regardina the size.
A PADUCAHAN
MR. B. H. SCOTT LAY DELE-
GATE TO GENERAL
CONFERENCE. -
Yetserday afternoon at the Mem-
phis Methodist conference in May-
field delegates were chosen to rep-
resent this conference at the general
Methodist conference weigh will be
held next May at Birmingham, Ala.
In making the selections the Mayfield
gathering chose Mir. B. Ff. Scott, of
this city, as one of the delegates.
A donation of $5o has
v idby the conference to
"tart a denominational c twat in hne
of the Cuban towns. •
This morning Bishop Duncan, who
is presiding over the conferenoe, will
preach: a' thc lAethodist church of
Mayfield, whiee other ministers at
the aseembly fill different pulpits in
the lefty.
The list of appointment, have
about been completed alld will be
reod Ottt tomorrow, tilley showing
Where each minieter of the confer-.
III Or- ctaTielwa sor tr erisn- Cincinnati to MemPhis.in twelve month&
4 V. 9, M,eSarilin end Wilhite Cole_ Afiehvw Cirlfec40, It's, /iv* %uftit
twe f^ - • 1-- ''y'es Arno••,• r̀ e*
ania road, oohs to pa for




JUDGE EVANS ATTORNEY HILL
AND OTHERS AR ECOM-
ING TODAY.
Judge Lightfoot Will Have to De-
cide Who Gets Hazel Brockwell
—Schwab Examined.
This evening at 6 o'cloek there will
arrive from Louisville Judge Whiter
Evans, pistrict Attorney R. D. Hill,
and the other United States court of-
ficials who open that tribunal tomor-
row morning at.9 o'clock at he quar-
ters upon the second floor of the
government• building at Fifth and
Broadway. Hundreds of witnesses,
lawyers, jurors and others from this
section of the state will commence
arriving today, in order to be on
hand promptly when court convenes
in the morning. There are not so
many actions on the docket for trial
and it is believed that Judge Evans
will finish the business by Tuesday
afternoon.
Judge Back.
Judge Richard Lightfoot, of the
county court, returned from Carbon-
dale, 114., yesterday, he haying been
*over there for the past week. The
judge wi. :omorrow take up the ques-
fon of who shall have possession of
PE el Brockwell, daughter of Mary
Brockwell, given a life term in the
penitentiary for murdering her three
little children by poisoning them
She is now in Frankfort in prison,
while Hazel is at the Home of the
Friendlesa here. Her 'grandparents
want to adopt hex, while the home
people want to keep her, ahd they
will submit the controversy to Judge
Lightfoot for decision
Bankrupt Examined.
Moses Schwab, bankrupt, was par-
Itielly examined before Referee Bag-
by of the bankruttcy court, yesterday
morning. regarding his liabilities apd
• h.ot finishing with same Mr.
flagby continued the examination
over until after the federal court
whirh meats tomorrow and win con-
sume all the time of the referee 14-
tending and transacting his bustnesa
infore that tribunal.
Being Undo Here.
Sheiriff David Reeves of Benton will
arrive here tonight with Lindo Mur-
phy, aho will be arraigned in the
feeeral court tomorrow to answer the
charge of bootlegging. Murphy is
known a, the "king of bootleggers"
and is now dioing time in the Ben-
ton county jail for selling liquor with-
out license at Gilbertsville, that
county.
THE RIVERS
There got away for the Tennessee
river yesterday afternoon the steamer
Kentucky. She comes back again
next Thursday night.
Tomorrow night late the steamer
Clyde comes out of the Tennessee
river. She lays here until 5 o'clock
Wednesday afternohn before skipping
out on her return to that stream.
The Dick Fowler last night return-
ed from Cairo and lays here until
o'clock tomorrow morning before
getting away again for that place.
The Hersey FlIarley left yesterdro
For Evansville and comes back agar
tomorrow night.
The Bob Dudley will get in toda•
from Nairtsville and leaves imiariediatc
ly on her return that way.
The City of Saltillo got to St.
Louis yesterday and leaves there to-
morrow afternoon en route back this
way. She gets lyre Wednesday morn-
ing on her way up the Tennessee riv-
er. -
The City of Savannah will pass out
of the Tennessee river Wednesday
bound back for St. Louis.
The Rees Lee reached this city
yesterday afternoon late en route to
Cincinnati from Memphis. This is
her first trip since resuming business
in that trade.
The Peters Lee is due down today
in rounding up her first trip in the








Mt. Carmel, 4.0; falling.
Neehville, 7.9; standing.
Pitt:fit:erg, 6. s:
Davis Island Dam, 5.2; falling.
S. batiks, to.ff; faWing.











Every family has a list of fa-
vorite receipts upon which they
depend in case of minor ail-
ments. We take pride in com-
pounding these home prescrip-
tions. They get the same care-
ful attention that we give to
all doctors' prescriptions.
Let us prepare your winters









An elegant line of imported cloths
and suitings for Fall and Winter.




516 Broadway, Opp. Fraternity Bid.
MEN OF LEISURE have the time
to shop and the money to pay for
what they want. Naturally they
give attention to their dress. We
are always pleased to welcome men
of this class to our store.
Otir salesmen will give them every
attention, and our stock will be
found worthy of their study.
ATTERBURY SYSTEM OF




WHITE DEER In S.
THE ONLY SALOON IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
THAT HANDLES ONE (I) BRAND OF WHISKY,
The Celebrated Willow Springs, Coon
Hollow, Nelson Co., Ky.,
BOTTLED IN BOND BY THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
THE OfNLY GUARANTEE THAT THE POOR MAN HAS EQUAL:
TO THE RICH MAN, BECAUSE UNCLE SAM PUTS THE U. S. A.. 
STAMPOVER THE NECK OF EVERY BOTTLE. I HAVE NOTH-
ING IN BULK, IN BARRELS OR JUGS TO REFILL THESE BOT-
TLES, THEREFORE EVERY BOTTLE THAT IS EMPTIED, THE-
STAMP AS WELL AS THE LABEL IS SCRATCHED BEFORE AN-.
OTHER BOTTLE IS OPENED; THUS WE OPEN A FRESH BOT.
TLE EVERY TWENTY (2o) MINUTES.
REMEMBER THAT MY PRICES FOR PURE WHISKY (GUAR.
ANTEED BY THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA-
10c Per Drink, $1 Per Quart,
50c Per Pint, 25c Per Half Pint
FOR THE SAME AS YOU WOULD PAY FOR ARTIFICIAL COM-
POUNDED OR RECTIFIED WHISKY; WHY DRINK-THE POISON-
OUS STUFF WHEN YOU CAN GET PURITY AT THE
4 WHITE DEER
REMEMBER EIERYTHING IN MY HOUSE IS UNION, MY FUR-
NITURE IS MADE BY UNION WORKMEN; MY WHISKY IS
MADE BY THE UNION; ALL MY CIGARS ARE UNION MADE—
FROM 50 to 15#- -STRAIGHT;. ALL MY BOTTLED AND
DRAUGHED BEER BEARS THE UNION LABEL; ALL MY SO-
DAS, GINGER ALE, SELTZERS AND COKE ARE UNION MADE;
MY ASSISTANT IS A UNION BARKEEPER; MY PORTERS ARE
UNION AND THE UNION LABEL HANGS OVER THE BAR.
THE PROPRIETOR BELONG S TO THE GRANDEST UNION
IN THE WORLD, THE UNION 0 F THE UNITED STATES 07
AMERICA, THE GRANDEST UN ION OF THE WORLD.






mas. Start an ac-
count today and
watch it grow.




ARE THE 'ORIGINAL TONIC
CAPSULES."
THE ONES THAT HAVE MADE
SUCH A REPUTATION IN PA-
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We have e'm to sell—you want
'em-5-A Plush Robes, $2.50 to $1o.
Powell-Rogers Co.
IS A GENERAL TONIC.
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY.
WItL CURE NERVOUS TROU-
BLES AND WILL RESTORE THE
WEAK AND SICKLY TO PERK
FECT- H EA UM.
FOR SALE AT ALL DRUG
STORES.
ool Shoes
They are the Kind that
wear well and Always












jLAWYER J. S. ROSS RETURNED J. HENRY 
HOUSTON GOT $40
YESTERDAY FROM THE AND TEN DAYS FOR TOT
-
SOUTH. IT.Q GUN. ,
The Mortgages Were Raised, Notes
Given Back, Property Taken and
Then Resold.
Lawyer J. S. Ross returned yester-
-day at noon from Birmingham, Ala.,
-and Atlanta, Ga., where he and Attor-
ney Cecil Reed went to wind up the
oustanding business existing at those
two places for The People's Home
!Purchasing company of this city, the
-concern maintaining branch offices at
those Southern points. Mir. Ross is
attorney for some of the policy con-
tract holders that forced the concern
to wind up its business, while Mr.
Reed is one of the receivers for the
corporation. The other receiver is
Felix G. Rudolph, the public adminis-
trator for this city and county.
At Birmirigham and Atlanta the
coatipany had loaned money out to
'holders of contract policies. These
holders had executed their notes for
-tfie money, and gave mortgages on
due buildings they constructed, the
Dotes and mortgages to secure the
company. Now in winding up the
two lawyers gave the borrowers
back their notes and released the
mortgages, in consideration of the
parties deeding the property over to
the company receivers. Messrs. Ross
and Reed then sold the property
again in every instance to other par-
ties, who gave notes in payment of
same. These notes were then dis-
counted, in order that everything the
defunct concern is interested in
could be converted into ready cash
for distribution among the parties
the company owes, in completely
winding up the business.
After finishing at Birmingham, At-
torney Ross returned here, while At-
torney Reed went back to Atlanta,
where his wife is, to join her. They
will come borne today.
EXPERT ENGINEER
MR. EDWARD FLAD HAS RE-
TURNED TO HIS HOME IN
ST. LOUIS.
He Will Figure Up and Forward His
Price for Drawing Plans for
New Sewer District.
•
Engineer Edward Fladt of St. Louis
lbas returned to his home and will in
about ten days give City Engineer
SVashington, of this city, an answer
Mating for what the former will draw
the plans and specifications for the
atklitional sanitary sewerage district
-ghat is to be put down in this city.
114k. Washington has so much other
work to constantly keep bin- busy
-that he cannot spare the time to get
•things ready for the additional sani-
tary sewers, therefore the municipal
legislative authorities have empower-
ed 'him to see wbat an outsider's ser-
vices could be procured for. Mr.
Fled came here looked over the
ground and goes back to calculate
what he wants for the work.
Mr. Washington yesterday said that
he expected the outsider would want
at least $750 to draw the plans, and
that this was reaeonabbe, the legislat-
ive boards having a mistaken idea as
to the cost of services for eminent
-experts following this profes-ion.
The council seems to think a man
voald be gotten for $2oo or $3oo.
When Mr. Rad, decides his figure
be will send same to Engineer Wash-
ington, who will lay the proposition
before the public boards for their ac-
ceptance or rejection. If accepted
Mr. Flad will he notified and he wili
have to send here his field men who,
with their instruments, have to go
over all the territory to be incluti
in the new district and get the re-
spective grades.
The new district will be that part
of the city from Ninth street to
Fountain avenue, and from Kentucky
avenue to Trimble street. It would
take the field men several weeks to
get all the grades, and then several
more weeks for Engineer Flad to get
the plans completed. He v.ould then
send them to City Engineer Wash-
ington. who will personally superin-
tend the sewerage work after it is
-started.
Wim. E. Curtis, the newspaper col--
'respondent has been making a study
of the railroad tie. He writes in the
1Clikago Record-Herald that the rail-
Toads of the United States use 620,-
eno,000 ties and that the requirerrsents
increase to per cent. each year. The
-average life of a tie in this country
-is ten years. He quotes from a rail-
road man the surpeising statement
that the ties cost twice as much as
the rails. A tie represents a dollar,
Of which seventy-five cents is for the
cost of putting it in place. The rais-
ing of new forests is recommended
to supply the future demand for ties,
en the theory that ties most be of
wood to give needed elasticity to the
'roadbed. Nevertheless, the attempt
to invent a tie of metal that will an-
swer the purpose will probably con-
tinue for some years to come.
Subscribe for The Register.
Nearly Ever7thing Before Judge
Sanders Yesttrday Was a Fight-
ing Charge.
'John Henry Houston, colored, was
fined $4o and sent to jail for ten days
by Judge Sanders in the police court
yesterday morning, on the charge of
carrying concealed weapons.
Luber Washington, colored, was
fined $ro for enraging in a fight with
Sam Baker and another darky called
"Pimp." The two tatter have not yet
been arrested. The fight' occurred
at Tenth and Norton streets.
A fine of $io vs-as assessed against
Golder Jones, a v Lite youth, for being
drunk and dis< „. y out on Court
street.
Miltch Enoch -was fined $4 for
striking !rhuridey Walker and/ Stella
Anderson, negresses, during a fight
at Ninth and Boyd two weeks ago.
For breach of the peace James
Jones was fined $ro and costs.
Minnie Lee and Flora Wright,
white, were tined $5 each for fighting
at Thirteenth and Clay streets, while
Hienry Dicke and 'J. E. Emerson were
fined $3 each for fighting out there.
A fine of $5 was assessed against
each Henry Petter and John Kelley,
who 'had a fight
Charles Hale and Wes Pendleton







after a day in the
g deer runways along
sports" will be placed later
ter bucKs, If their aim be true
, and sevaral in remi-
nees. Several pretty fair sporting
as had been spun when the subject
around to bears. Then Sim White,
ho lives in Northam when he isn't
unting or fishing, or digging ginseng
ts, stretched his neck and launched
th into a bear monologue.
"It beats all tarnation how knowin*
some of them critters be," he declared,
while the rest shucked around in their
hard-bottomed chairs and settled down
to hear a good one. "Yes, sir, it does
beat all tarnation. Between bears,
trout and ginseng and the hand of
Providence, I've been able to make
quite a Ilvla' out a' *see Ws kills
tor a considerable spell.
'Elder Burbank's yarn touchin' on
the varmint I Spruce Holler puts me
in mind of the time Providence and an
oil he-bear helped me out 'f a middlin'
tight fix the middle o' last winter. It
was the fust 1 January, as I reelect
it, and I was choppin' for Deacon Hem-
min'way up to the top o' Killington
peak. It's turriole mean work, chop-
pin', but ye do hatter do it onct in
• while, and I was cussing my luck
and wishin' the 'labia' season Told
open and things green up when a
snortln' snowstorm hit the peak and
made me as blue as a partfiled owl.
I had my dinner pail—I aster go home
nights—and I ,was middlin' comfort-
able ontil 'long in the middle of the
afternoon, when I seen It wasn't gran'
to let up and figgered I'd hatter stay
oat all night.
"So I built me a lean-to out ti some
spruce boughs, started a fire and
cooked what victuals I had left from
noonin'. They wan't over much, and
as it was too peaky cold to think o
SEVENTH YEAR OF GOOD LA-
'
aleepin' I sot up till mornin', with my
BOR ROUNDING UP FOR stomerck a-hollerin' for grub some--
CHILES. thing turrible. It got so bad I melted
some snow and tried to fill up on wa-
ter. When it come daylight the storm
was ragin' harder'n ever, and I was
so hungry I could have eat rabbits,
which is worsen satin' cat, and I says
to myself, 'this 'ere storm is liable to
keep up three days an' I'll starve to
death if I don't do somethin' mighty
quick.'
"But there didn't seem to be uothin'
I cold do. for I was penned in and
dassan't go more'n thutty foot from
the shack for fear o' get tin' lost. I ad-
mit I was some discouraged when the
wind shifted and I had to move the
lean-to over against a pile of rocks to
keep the thing from collapsia. I was
[main' round 'mongst the stones .shen
I discovered the mouth o' • cave, &ad.
thInkIn' it would be better WW1 than
out, I lighted a sprees haat to.v.1 and
scraped my way in.
"4111, I swan to man, If I didn't get
the biggest surprise o' life when I
got to the end co' the peasagwway 40
foot from the mouth! For, 17th' on
a ledge arm six pigs with Deacon Hem-
min'eray's brand on 'sm, two rabbits
and a ewe lamb. They was frown
stiff and as hard as brickbats. The
thruts of every one on 'sin had been
Slit by Nomethin' sharp, and the In—
nards had been taken out as suck as.
• butcher cold do it. They was piled
reeler, too—lyia' head and tails—and
was as fresh as 'ough they had been,
killed the day befove.
"I was woadsrin' how in Sam Hui
they got in the cave dead, when
heard a het* breatlitu' • little beyond
and raised the torch. I seen the pass-
ageway bellied out into a sorter half-
round cave, and that over at one side
an ol' he bear was curled, up on a lot
• leaves takin' his winter's @noose. He
was 'yin' peaceful and onsuspectin',
and it came to me in a minute how
Them carcasses got on the ledge. You
see, he was one o' them knowin' crit-
ters and he'd laid in a supply o' Dea-
(on Hemmin'way's pigs and a ewe
lamb belonging to Squire Retnsen to
make a meal on when he woke up In
the spring. He knew he'd rouse long
before it thawed out, cause the cave
faced south and got the fuel sun, so
he jest figgered he'd be prevident for
onct. By contrivin' as he did he cold
tit several square meals and take on
some tat before he sot out huntin' his
Livia'.
"Them pigs was a mighty big god-
send to me. now I can tell ye. I jest
tiptoed out with two and is ten min-
utas I was brollin' pork tenderl'in.
When I'd filled up I got two more, and
when the storm stopped next day I
;Anted for home with enough meat over
my shoulders to pay for the time bad
to lay off.
"The net day the deacon and me
sot out after the bear. The deacon al-
lowed he'd orter die, seem' as he'd
been raidln. his barnyard for three
years and had make off with three
traps and a pound o' lead fired from
the carbine. So we got him to share*,
and the deacon was so tickled that he
didn't say a word about cialmin' the
pigs I hadn't eat."—N. Y. World.
REV.
He and Most Estimable Wife Are
Preparing for Thanksgiving and
Christmas for Poor.
The Union Rescue Mission, 413
South Third street, has been operated
foe the last seven years faithfully
and earnestly an the interest of the
destitute, sick and suffering and de-
serted poor. The workers holding
gospel services every night at the
above place, else running an indus-
trial bureau, giving employment to
men, women, girls and boys, finding
permanent homes for orphan and
deserted children, and rescuing fal-
len w‘profn, and every day in the
slams, byways and allies hunting the
unfortunate ones, to reheve then
from sin's oppressive power, supply-
ing their needs in a tempera' as welt
as a spiritual way. Winter is now
coming on; we need your help of
money, fuel, clothing, provisions,
bedding, carpets, rugs, etoves, in fact
anything that can be used in the
houSv4voki Therdtegivsng is nearly
here and we expect an offering to
the poor through you in the way of
well filled baskets. etc. We will have
this year the seventh Christmas tree
to make glad the hearts of the poor
children of the town. Please respond
liberally to the need of this 'humble
work as we greatly desire that many
distressed 'hearts and homes may be
cheered and strengthened through
your free will offerings to help them
overcome em's oppressive way
Yours humbly.
R. W. CHILES,
IDA B. CHILES, Pastor.
LIST OF JURORS
THOSE TO SERVE DURING THE
CRIMINAL SESSION WERE
DRAWN YESTERDAY,
Several, Divorces Granted by Judge
Reed, While Two Damage Suits
Were Dismissed.
Yesterday in the circuit court Judge
Ml. Reed drew the list of men
from 'shorn there will he chosen the
petit and. grand juries that will serve
during the criminal session which con-
venes the first Monday of next month
and continues for three weeks.
In the divorce suit of Annie Austin
against Clifton Austin, Lawyer Oscar
Kahn was selected to represent the
absent defendant, and allowed $5.
.Lawyer A. L. Harper was selected
to represent the absent defendant
and allowed $5 in the divorce petition
Della 'Beard filed against (her hus-
band, J. N. Beard.
Laura litanual was given a divorce
from her husband, Manual.
Florrie Peter Owsley was granted a
divorce from her husband, George S.
Owsky, and given custody of their
chrkt
Goodwin, Harris & Company were
given judgment for $111.65 against
Englert & Bryant.
Fortner Master Cotmnissioner Gip
Husbands transferred to E. D. Thur-
man property in the Faxon addition,
in the proceeding of Felix Rudolph
against John W. Faxon.
There was dismissed without prej-
udice, at the request of plaintiff, the
suit of Buford Harper against the Il-
linois Central railroad for damages.
There was also dismissed without
prejudice at plaintiff's request, the












Tommy—Paw, what is a eliminate Me-
gan?
Paw—it is the political watchword, or
rallying cry. of our political party, my
ND.
Tommy—Don't the other fellows have
• slogan, too?
Paw—No, my son Theirs is a yawl
—cbicago Tribune.
At the Horse Show.
Horse Fancier (with enthuslasts)—
Isn't Vanieraluite's Lollemia a
beauty'
His Fair Daughter—Where? Wiser*?
Whet has she got on? wane Mx is
She in? --CnIctigo TrUMNsi
"Now, Misr Caustiqus," said young
Borem, who had dropped in to spend
the evening, "pray do not put yourself
ant OR my account. Just act as if I
were not here."
"Thank you, Mr. Borem," she re-
plied. "I will do as you suggest and
proceed to enjoy myself."—Chicago
News.
, . Arthur's Homecoming.
King Arthur had just come in from a
night 'with the boys.
"What time is it?" asked the queen.
"Gadzooks!" answered the king.
"The dial stopped when the sun went
down."
And he congratulated himself that
he lived In the olden time.—N. Y. Sun.
An Exception.
"The skies kave a good deaf to do
with a man's moods'."
"I hadn't noticed it."
"Doesn't a gloomy sky tend to make
f011 feel gloomy?"
"Yes, but a blue sky doesn't make
tie feel bhie."—Cleveland Plain Dealer.
Caught a Tartar.
He thought he would be shrewd
And wed for money;
Well, now he la beahrewed—
Is that not funny?
—Philadelphia Press.
TWENTIETH CENTURY STYLN.
Percy—She was deaf to my suit.
Reggie—So loud she couldn't hear you
talk, probably —Chicago Journal.
It Made Him Laugh.
"With all my worldly goods I thee endow"'
The iordling's words were plain, his atr
was proud:
The bride's rich father swelled up slit
somehow.




Pa Twaddies--Why are you spanking
Tommy?
Ma Twaddles—He needs a lesson and
I'm impressing it on his mind.
Pa Twaddles—Well, you've got a
blamed queer idea of where the lad's
wind is Ctuated.--Cleveland Leader,
1111111 Has Them.
"I understand Mrs. Tick-Senn and
her husband had some high words yes-
terday."
"It's true so far as It relates to her.
Fie may have had a few words also, but
Me didn't get • chance to use them.—
Chicago Tribune.
Advantage.
Maori—There's one advantage in be'
tag a poor man
Nixon—Put me next.
Hixon—it poor man derives a lot of
self-glorinc.ation from telling how char-
itable he would be it he were rich.—
Chicago News.
Ways and Means.
Or-ayes--I wouldn't marry him if I
were you.
Gladys—Why not?
Grayce—He has such ugly ways.
Gladys—True. But he also has such
handsome means.—Chicago Sun.
The Next Slap.
Billington-1 suppose that old Got-
rox' troubles are at an end, now that he
has got his daughter off his bands.
Willington—Not at alt. Hkt will coon
find that he will have to put her hus-
band on his feet. —Town Topics.
Balanced.
"But." they sAked. "won't the rain
save your crops?"
"Yes," replied the gentleman farmer,
"but it will spoil my wife's hat."
Gloomily he moaned that he W
money out —N. Y. Sun.
Buy.
"How ran a girl tell whether or not
she is a man's adinity?" murmured
soulful Susie.
"By looking him up In Bradstreet's,"
replied practical 'Malty. "You silly
goose!"—Chicago Sun.
Effect of His Voice.
"I never thought." said the coneett-
sr] lecturer. "that my voice would fill
that great hall' •
"No," replied the candid man, "I
thought at one time it would empty
it."—Tit-Bite.
The latent of the Disaster.
"He ROY* he cannot live without
me." said the Impressionable heiress.
"Don't believe it," returned Wise




Pater Famillas--Hurrahl I've fallen
heir to a er.1111on.
Mater Families—Isn't that grand'
Now we can begin to take T.
Weekly.
Too Heavy to Weigh.
"Iltuyvssant's conversation Is awful-
ly heavy."
"I know it. I'm sure he navel' Weighs
his wprda"—TOWS Te1. .te
inois entra - 'ailm
TIME TABLES





































Cincinnati  8:20 a.m.
Louisville  32:20 p.m.
Owensboro ..; 
Horse Branch  • 3:40 p.m.
Central City  3:55 P.m-





















































North Bound. No. toe
New Orleans  7:10 pm..
Memphis  6:50 um
Jacicsoe, Tenn 
Rives  9:4.2 am,
Gibbs  9:48 am.
Fulton  10:10 am.
Paducah  11 MO a.m.
Paducah  11 23 am.
Princeton  12:39 p.m.
Hopkineville  3:50 ).m.
Evansville  6:25 p.m.
Nortonirille  I :A p.m.
Central City  2:05 p.m.
Hoene 'Branch  3:00 p.m.
Owensboro  4:55 p.m.
Lewisville  5:35 Put





































(North Hound.) (South Bound)
No. 306. No. 374. No. 3o5,
Lv. Paducah.... za:4op.m. 4:sopart,Lv. St. Louis.,..
At. Carbondale.. 4:25p.m 8:4op.m.Lv. Chicago..., 2:50a.m.
Ar. Chicago  5 :3oa rn. 8 :05ain. Lv. Carbondale . :4ciasn.







(North Bound.) (South Bound.)
101-801 135-835 an-lba
Lv. Hopkineville ii :anima 6 :4oa.raLv. Chicago.... 6 :aop.m.
Lv. Princeton.. 2:35paii. 7':45a.m. LT. St. Louis • • 9:40P lit
Af. Paducah.... 4n5p.m. 935a.m.Lir. Cairo....... 6:oos..m.
Le. Paducah.... yamp.m. 9:30amAr. Padocah....
Ar. C,airo  ff'•35p.m. II:IOCCILLV. Paducah.... y:nauts.
Ar. St. Louis  7:08aws. soop.as.,A.r. PrilMetOti 0:2911.121.









Trains marbled thus (*) run daily except Sunday. All other Wains ram
daily. Trains tas and to4 carry through sleepers between Cincinash.
Memptio and New Orleans; trains tot and tea sleeper. betweea
Memphis and New Orleans, Traim Sot and Ilaa sleepers between Paducah
and St. Louis. Few farther information, addrem
J. T. DONOVAN. General Agent, Admirals, Ky. if
GHID. C. WARFIELD. Ticket Agent, Paducah, Ky.
F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Louisville, Xy,
TORN. A. SCOTT, A. G P. A., Memphis, Tenn.
S. G MITCH, G. P. A., Chicago, IA.




THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER THAT HAS
EVER BEEN OF7ZRED TO TH/5 VUBLIC. YOU CAN PAPER
A ROOM, SIMS WALL, CEILING AND BORDLR TO MATCH
FOR THE SPALL 1U1 OF ONLY 65 CENTS. NICE PLAIN FLO-
RAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS AR e: SELLING AT 6 awn PER
ROLL, WE WILL SELL YOU AT ONLY *is PER SINGLE ROLL.
OR s CENTS PER DOUBLE BOLL, ALL NEW AND AUTTPUII
DESIGN& ALSO NICE HANDSOME DESIGNS AT 5c, sec, isc,
AND UP TO 13.02 PER SINGLE ROLL, ALL KINDS, ALL PRICES
TO SLIT THE PEOPLE, NEW PA NELL AFFECT, INGRAISMI
DESIGNS IN CORNICE AND—EVERY CONSIEVIGABLE COL-
OR AND LOVELY AFFRINGQD BORDERS TO MATCH. ALL
COLORS IN BURLAPS.. ALSO HANDSOME WOOD EFFECTS 114
JAPANESE FIBRE, ALL COLORS. THII VERY LATEST DX-
6/GS IN ALL NEW PAPERS. WE ALSO CARRY A FULL LINR
OF HEADINGS, ROOM MOULDING, PICTURE FRAMES, WIN-
DOW SHADES, CANVAS, TACKS, AND BUILDING AN DROOPING
PAPERS. :ALL AND SIX ,OUR NICE LINE OF SAMPLES:AHD
BE CONVINCED THAT WE WIL L TREAT YOU RIGHT AND
GIVE YOU THE BEST VALUES FOR THE MONEY.
• C
Corner 3rd & Kentucky Ave:
Undertakers and Embalmers,
'so SOUTH THIRD ST, PADUCAH. Kli`
EFINfitit & CO.













































Beginning Monday night and bal-
ance of the week, with daily ten-cent
matinees 'beginning Tuesday,* The
Van Dyke and Eaton Co."'
'Ladies Free Monday night when
accompanied by a paid thirty-cent
ticket porcbased before 5 p. m. Mon-
day afternoon.
The Van Dyke and Eaton Co.,
Miss 011ie Eaton, the leading wo-
man of the Van Dyke and' Eaton Co.
has established herself by virtue of
her -beauty and personality as well as
unusual histrionic ability, in the
hearts of patrons of popular theatri-
cals, She is the fortunate possessor
L.HE
of a clear voice that she uses to ex-
cellent advantage, and is no small fac-
tor in the success that has been hers.
She personally directs die production
of each play in the repertoire, and
:as acquired a reputation for produc-,
ions complete in every &tail. Miss
Eaton's reputation as one of the
best gowned actresses on the stage
win be more than borne ou this
sea.on, as a glance at the following
wt• show. Among the elaborate
gawns she will appear in may be
mantioned—a red Paquin princess
robe covered with thousands of glit-
tering red squins, from Gustave Blair,
Paris; a robe of real chantilly lace,
aaat insertions of delicate tinny,
the meshes of which grandee+) of
tira silver spangles appear like vninia-
ture dew-drape—and across the robe
sar
ÎM NOT nT TO UVIt.
A scene from Van Dyke & Eaton
Company at The Kentucky all next
week, with daily to-cent matinees
beginning Tuesday. Ladies fret
Monday night.
heavy black sequins stand out in toad
relief, the foundation of pale pink
silk covered by alternate drops of
pink and white chiffon gives a soft
br-k-ground to an exquisite creation;
a pair blue silk veiled with white and
covcredi With silver butterflies, is at
other striking gown. The gown of
royal partite velvet, embroidered
heavily with gold—and the emerald
green velvet Empire gown encrusted
with pearls, are pronounced by "crit-
ics" as absolutely the correct thing
in shinning gowns.
At The Kentucky all this week.
"The Isle of Bong Bong."
The latest rallying cry in terven
these days is "All Aboard for the Iste
of Boni Bong," the merriest and
brightest of all musical comedies,
now touring tinder the B. C. Whit-
ney banner. This unique operatic
extravaganza come* to The Kentucky
as the special Thanksng day at-
traction, matinee and nMek,
It is promised that ea *sok and
lyrics as well as the plot Ind action
of the piece are far *mad of the
venal light operatic product. It is
easy to believe this statement in
view of the fact that "The Isle of
Bong Bong" comes direct& from its
phenomenally successful record run
of two hundred and seven consecu-
tive performances in Chicago. WI
M. Hough and Frank R. Adams ate
the authors of the book and Joseph E.
Howard has contributed an excepttem-
ally meritorious musical score, Am-
ager B. C. Whitney has provided a
magnificent production, replete with
gorgeout stage setting's, sparkling
electrical effects, and Sumptnotta cos-
tuming of rare beauty.
The ensemble features and general
stage direction are under the person-
al supervision of Gus Scholke, who
is universally acknowledged to be
Aalseriaa-a foremost originator of
unique stage effects and picturesque
Terpsiohorean revels. Upward of one
hundred people are employed in Aare
pfioduction. The all star met of
sone, "the man who made all London
laugh," in, his artistic character im-
personation of the famous "'Cincin-
nati Brewer." Dainty Alice Yorke i*
the prima donna, 'whose exceedingly
clever work in the "Isle of Spice"
will be favorably remembered. Other
notables in this atlentea aggregation
ate Anna Boyd, Edith Depew, John
W. 'Hendricks, Charles Parcor, Wal-
ter Ware, Chas. R. Haigh, Leonard
B. Hoyt, Clement aohnstone and Jo
MacIntyre. Among the numerous
song hits maybe mentioned: "Diplo,-
macy," "The Jail Bird and the Tiger,"
"If I were the Han in the Moon,"
"I'm Lonesome for You," abih, The
Deuce, What's the Use?' "Ask the
Han," "The Revel of The tBrownies,"
and the captivating number "Heap
Love," a seductive Indian serenade.
Over one hundred people take part in
the proatictiou, including the bewitch-
ingly beautiful chorus of 65 superb
show girls.
MINSTREL SHOW.
Eagles' Comittee Will Decide on the
Date Right Away.
The corn'mittee selected to arrange
for the minstrel show to be even by
tire Fraternal Order of Eagles of this
city will hold a conference within a
few days and set the date for the en-
tertainment. Sometime about the
middle of December is the date most
favorable to the members and prob-
abilities are it will be decided on and
arrangements made immediately for
same by selecting the caste and start-
ing rehearsals, It will comprise the
aitt;est and best cork artists in the
city.
WITH THE WITS.
"Mlan never grows too old to
learn," remarked the man who cona
meats on things.. "Nor to unlearn,"
replied Senator Badger.—Milwaukee
Sentinel. •
Grayce—"What broke up your anti-
corset meet?" Glad's—"Oh, some fool
wonian suggested that we present a
straight front to the enemy." — Chi-
cago Sum
"How did you ever came into pos-
session of such a cheap-looking una
brelda as that?" "Why, I got this
tin-sheen: in a very peculiai way--I
bought le"—Judge.
"Do you ever road a paper at ytntr
club?" asked the visitor. "No every
time I go to the reading mama j find
that the papers have been grabbed by
the usual bunch of habitues, who sit
as-nand that room all the time."—
Judge.
"I'm surprised that you should be
so interested in watching those silly
(fades." "Force of habit, I guess.
IM president of -a real estate im-
provement coMpany." "Well?",
"Nell, they're a vacant lot."—Phila-
delphia Preai.
Conductor—Can't take this nicked
It's plugged Passenger—You'll have
to take it. You gave it to me your- ,
self in change when I came down this
morning. Conductor—Welk the com-
pany's more particular than yor are.
Fare, pleaset—Cleveland Leader.
"You Americans have •a peculiar
way of doing things," said the Enga
fish traveler. "How so?" queried the
Chicago man. "Take sidewalks, for
example," rejoined the Englishman.
"In Lonaon we put them on top of
the dirt, but here you put dirt on top
of the sidewalks."--Chicago Daily
News.
* 1Sunday-school Teacher—And now,
Ralph, what do you suppose were the'
feelings of /Goliath when David felled
him with a stone? Ralph-al guess he
was surprised. Sundayschool Teach-
er—Why surprised'? Ralph--Becatise
such a thing had never entered his
bead before.--judge.
DOWNFALL OF GRAFT.
It has been cannmonly asserted that
graft flourished in the centers of
wealth and population, that it is the
'honest" and "upright" business men
Who offers the bribe, who is the real
cause of corruption, not the bood-
ling official who receives it. This
raises the momentous question, Is the
wealth of the -United States on the
side of graft? Are the people of the
Republic in league with the bosses?
Is the case still as had as the maga-
zine 'writers have told us it was? At-
tempting an answer to tnese funda-
mental qquestione, it is possible to
divide the states of the union into
three classes, according to their at-
titude toward the graft issue and
their temper and progress in the graft
fight—those states which may be
called corrupt and contented, those
which inay be calked clean and con-
tending, and those in which the lUes
are not drawn at all on the issue of
graft. Looked at ita this light, over
so per cent, of the population are in
etates clean and contending; less than
a third of the wealth and scarcely
more than a quarter of the population
are in states corrupt and contended
To be .estaett 5$,5 per cent, of the
taxable wealth of the tlitited States
is in states. API and contending; 314
per cent, in iltatell ootetnit and con-
tend, while taa per cent. is in
the indifferent or eoloriesr state'.
Of the total ipoptelation of the country
44 per cent is in the clean and con-
tending state, aia per cent, in those
corns* atri cont ted‘ rut per
eerft:pi IIhS mdi ent',stat ,In
other woeds, the alth'esi the slhites
that are aroused and attacking graft
is 77 per cent. screater than that of
states passively in its gran), while
the population is 63 per cent. larger.
These three •ivisions of the states.
M ttt tft ttt Itt !It /II ft! M M t11 M111/tt ft/ titt TT, 
THE MAN OF THE HOUR
•
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is talked about nearly as much as the SHOE CLERK that
fits you to a Shoe that is uncomfortable. We make it a
special point not to let a misfit go out of our house if we can
avoid it, and each one of the men in the store take pleasure in
trying to make a satisfied customer.
We stand back of Our Shoes, and guarantee satisfaction.
We are selling Gilt- Edge polish until Nov. 15th at rsc a
bottle. Call and get you a bottle an dtake a look at our
Shoes.
GEORGE ROCK SHOE CO.
SELLERS OF SHOES AND SATISFACTION! 321 BROADWAY
nuatiieuittiwitialututtaitiwuittteiettitittiiitiiitettwitig
geographical. The black graft and
corruption blots on the 'scutclieon
are the extreme East and the extrearre
West. On the other hand, the key-
stone of righteousness is the Middle
West. —Public Opinion.
JEROME.
"My dear little angel," said a Tam-
many statesman when Me. jea ow
first appealed to the voters direct,
"you may understand journalism, but
if you think a man running alone in
New York can get h 're than a cor-
poral's guard of roteS, what you don't
know of practical politics,is infinite."
The speaker was a TanIsTrany man
much above the average in character
and intelligence, but enslaved' by the
old reverence for machines. We here-
by reply to OUr political jriena that
he has learned at least that practical.
politics see not e he godlike, power,
like divine right, he thought they
were. With a decent ballot from the
lesson would have been pounded into
him and other worshipers of local
despotism more thormighly than it
was, as where one man voted for
Jerome at least two wished his elec-
tion, and would have voted for him
on a Massachusetts form of ballot.
Government of, by and for the bosses
is not eternal. The day when a.faith-
ful and efficient servant is to be Kept
nut of nfficie merely because he is
faithful and efficient is drawing to a
close. The time approaches when the
door, of a penitentiary will not open
or close to a man because of his poli-
tical belief, as they may now through
our methods of choosing judges and
prosecuting officers. Those were the
fundamental principles on which Mr.
jercime ran, and the strength with
which he ran is a harbinger of the
new era about to dawn.—Collier's.
STAGE ADVICE.
"Now, Lester," said the Old Cod-
ger, addressing his callow nephew in
an admonitory tone, "it is as porper
that you shoold pay the fiddler as it
is to liquidate any other debt, but it's
a dum tine exhibition of extra width
betwixt the eyes to inquire the tid-
dler's; price before the dance begins —
Puck
UNCLE SAM AN SANTO DO-
MINGO•
Mts. Reader's explanation of the
United States government's precipi-
tate action is that it was inspired by
a group of Wall street financiers, who
acquired Santo Domingo's paper at a
nominal rate, then brought about the
action that put the little Republic's
indebtedness on a sound foundation
and so lifted the value of the paper
to its full amount; that the whole
scheme was planned and engineered
by Cromwell after she had admitted
him into her confidence, and that he
designed to take unto himself the
final agentship as well as all the
profits. In support of her theoty
Mfrs. Reader has recently stated, over
her signature that after, the defeat
of her scheme. Mr. Farnham told her
that he was present 'when Mr. Crom-
well proposed to Mr. Roosevelt that
the United States government secure
Santo Domingo, acting promptly in
circled to forestall another who was
about to gain the prize. Mr.fRoose-
vett is quoted' as pronotracing the idea
capital, and giving immediate orders
for its fulfiRment. If this is the true
explanation, the scheme was a mas-
terly one. But it did not succeed.—
• Everybody's.
VALUE OF AMERICAN MIN-
ERALS.
During the last ten years the value
of the 'mineral products of the United
States has more than doubled, in-
creasing from $620,767,223 to $t,289,-
660,78A. The value of metallic prod-
ucts has increased from, $281;479,931
to $542,081,983, and of notrmetallic
products from $338,387,291 to $747,-
178,805. In taco the value of bitumin-
ous coal was nearly twice the corns
tined value of gold and silver pro-
and that the value of building







PADUcAH REAL ESTIA'r.w... WESTERN KENTUCKY FARM fAst
imoNTHLY' PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERN
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAI, AND PRICE LIST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR T.
ir.DG a Q W, WEITTIEMOILIC.. Pn.duush.
WHERE THEY GO.
- (Boston Herald.)
A temperance lecturer was giving
an address in Keene, and, to impress
upon his audience the atperiority of
water over alcohol, rendrided them of
the story of Dives and Lazarus. The
lecturer pointed out how, when Dives
was in Hades, he did not ask for beer
or wine or spirits, but for one drop
of water.
"Now, my friends," said the lectur-
er, "what does that show us?"
A voice from the back of the hall
instantly replied; "It shows us where
you blooming temperance people go
to."
CROW PUTS WORDS TO-
GETHER
OLIVER, OLIVER & M'GREGOR.
LAWYERS
OFFICES: Benton. Ky.,. rear baksk
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
Room it Fraternity Building.
nave Phone 114. Oki Phone 303.
Paducah
Steam Dye Works
If you want your clothes cleaned,
dyed or repaired, take them to K. C.
Rose 329 South Third Street. I have
the nicest
(Bangor, MIe., Cor. N. Y. World.)
Geo. Noyes, a quarryman who re- In
sides at Winslow Mills in Wadoboro, _ 
has a crow that not only can talk but
gives indications of a desire to be flu-
ent in conversation. Mr. Noyes cap-
tured him about a year ago and clip-
ped hie wing and gave him to his lit-
tle girl to play with. The child was
fond of the bird and spent much time
talking to him. Before long it was
noticed that the crow in making the
unmusical croak natural' to him, plain-
ly articulated words he had heard be-
fore and since that some pains have
been taken with his education.
He now has quite an extensive vo-
cabulary, mainly words' he has learned
from hie little mistress. H calls of-
ten to "papa" and "mama," and in
addreseing "Goldie", the little girt
he plainly shows that he knows the
name belongs to her. He is begin-
ning to put words together as if he
comprehends their meaning. For in-
stance, every morning he wakes the
echoes with cries of "George, get iv!"
This crow talks better and more
clearly than roost parrots and is
greatly prized by his little teacher.
JOLLY TIME FOR HER.
(San Francisco Chonicle.)
Hie had hadia bad day of it and was
wondering where there was a corner
where the nickels and dimes would
flow more plentifully. As he was
about to cross' the street be noticed
a kindly, motheray looking woman ap-
proaching. Assuming a most woe be-
gone, &static expression', he took
hi, stand on the curb and tentatively
proffered 'his ggreasy palm. He was
not disappointed_ She produced a
racket and said:
"Now, I want you to unfleretand
that I am giving you thia not because
I think you may be starving or from
any foolish notions of charity, but
simply because it gives me pleasure
to do so."
"Well, wenn." he replied "if you
look at it that way, why not make it
a dime and have a real jolly good
time?
The plot in real life isn't as intri-
cate as the new stitch the woman are
line cf samples for tints
the city. Suits made to order.
H. T. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE 120 NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES




DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
r2o NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 355
Office hours 8 to so a. in., xtia.3
p. m. and 7 to 9 p. m. '
Dr. Stampe'r
Dentist.










St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack.,
et company—the cheapest and best
excursion out of Paducah.
$8.00 for the Romp'
Trip to lennessee river
and return.
It Is a trip of pleasure, comfort
and rest; good service, good tahle,
gocd rooms, etc. Boats leave each
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. us.
For other information apply to Jaa.
Koger, superintendent; Frank L.
Brown, *Italia





Rooms r, 2 and 3 Register Build*
ing, 523 1-2 Broadway.
Practice in all the courts
state. Both Ds-tones z.
of thin
NOTICE!
Highest price paid for second-bani
bto\?es ar?c.I
° Ftirr2ithre. •
Buy anything and sell everything.
2115-220 Court street. Old phone zpils
Clem FrausiolL
Moving wagon in connection.
1PUR Y EAR,
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building)
523 1-2 Broadwag, Paducah, Ky.












Rooms so, it and 12, Columbia Bldg.
PADUCAH, KY.
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Reed
Dr. B. T. Hall
Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivers, Ken
Nort hFifth, Both Phone 355.
Residence 1041 Clay, Old Phone 15911.
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
—LAW y




Office over Globe Bank and Trust
Co., sob Broadway.
_a
DR W. C. EUBANKS.
(Homeopathist)
Office, 306 Broadway—Phone iste•
Residence, flig Broadway.
Phone 24g.
Office phone 251, Residence phone 474
Vernon Blythe
FITYSTr` " INT̀  SURCEOV
Rooms 204-6 Fraternity Budding,
- - -LOOM.
Dr. J. T. GILBERT
OiSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
Phone 196, eoo I-2 Broadway,
PADUCAH, KY.
Dry Het Air Baths gives when kap
OF'





Price 25c and pc.





—Dr. A. S. 'Dabney has received
uroird that his half. uncle, Attorney
'Walter Dabney, died last week in
IPiastin, Tex., at the age of 66 years.
Ile was a prominent Confederate, and
by special permit was interred in the
state cemetery of Texas.
—Mr. Lawrence Rasor is helping
out as night clerk at The Palmer,
while Clerk S. T. Miller is at Idle-
Kenzie, Tenn., attending the bedside
of his father, whose critical illness
nneranoned the son home. Mr. Ra-
isin was formerly clerk at the hostelry.
—A large crowd of professors and
school teachers attended the county
institute held by the county teachgrs
yesterday at the fiendron school
house, several miles out from this
city
—A defective flue yesterday moth-
hg caused the fire to ignite the hot
tamale stand of "Friddle" Yopp, on
Ninth, near Washington street. It
was destroyed together with the con-
tents, while the houses on either side
caoght,' 1311i were put out before any
:damage resulted,. .
ELECTION OFFICERS.
They Must Give Excuses for Not
Serving, Else be Fined.
The state laws provide that war-
rants shall be issued and fines assess-
ed against parties selected to serve as
precinct election ofticers during, the
regular elections and registration
days but who refuse .to officiate. A
nanaher refused at the election the
first of- this mouth, and notices have
been sent' them by County 'Election
Comnissioers Ito B. Ogilvie and
William 'Farley summoning those on
be refusal list to appear before the
coaniessioners tomorrow morning at
the courthouse and give their ex-
eme for not serving. If it is a legal
one, they will not be warrented, oth-
erwise all will be prosecuted, The
commiasioners want to teach tpe par-
- ties they chose as officers thaeS..lase
law requires than to serve
DOWNPOUR OF RAIN.
The Fall Lanni for Only a Few
Moments When at Its Heaviest.
Last night resemitded a pleasant
• erring evening, the wean her ivas so
warm, and etich a volume of rain fell.
• The downpour started just at 6
• o'clock, after a few moments of
constant Pliaftning and thunder. The
reeetriblairle Use rainfall bore to sum
awe time was that it came quickly,
fell in sheets for a while and then
quickly stopped. None fell for an
hour or two, when a slow drizzling
rain started and continued for quite
a while. This morning early it was
...elite pleasant.
Newspaper Changes.
Mr. John Cobb, ofl the reportorial
estaff of the Cairo (Ill.) Bulletin, Ina
re'igne'd Isis position there to return
here and resume his old place on the
News- Deemer a t, where he worked
until last summer, when he went to
the Egyptian city. He takes the
place made vacant here by the resig-
nation of Mr. Thomas Lovelace*
who today goes to St. Louis to enter
the real estate and lumber business.
Managing editor John Rector, of
the Bulletin, has resigned 'his place
to go West for his health, and has
been sueneeded by Morris J. Fern-
baker. the well known newel:miser
man and former secretary of the K.
Z. T. baseball league.
Soaring High.
The leather dealers of this salty
-port that r the, price of learber,ip Eoar
tog very Irigh, this being auk& bl
au great demand 'for the niabiltial
'Clhina anti -Rook; nil other foreign-
countries*. "Mr. Girl Fink, one 'of
the Ing men • h'Iti
the city front
the price'•ie deity 'Mining?' &till 'It
looks as if it •Vis gning otirelf sight
altogether, aeldrosliveiftir" are- 'it will
-reach the exteheelep Stitch.
-
•A import Rent ttil county, Xy.,
-says Junes M(Na *hot and killed
'his son, vital Wais and wall
threatening th le the fani.-
ily.
Fire at 1dartins Ferry, 'destroy-
ed prepetty worth SKin,900,
ABOUT PEOPLE
Mr. and Ans. Moses ktloorn and
Mrs. E. B. Schwartzcieberger left
last evening fsr St. Louis to spend
Thanksgiving and Christmas islith
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Einstein, latter
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bloom.
Mrs. Aiken and Miss Elizabeth
Vopp have re,urried from Dycusburg,
Ky., where tl y visited the former's
mother, Mrs. .fr. Graves.
Mr. Louis ( srnillaud is here from
Dyersburg, Tsnte, on business.
Mr. Cherless Q. C Leigh went to
Chicago last night after spending
several weeks here on business.
Mr. Charles Ilegewald, of New Al-
bany, lad., left yesterday for his
home, after stosping over to visit his
sister, Mrs. Wm. Nagel, while -eri
route back front the Ohio Valley Im-
pnovemein Asst ziation convention at
Cairo.
Mrs. H. Meyers, of New Albany,
Ind., is here v Ming ber am Mg.
Harry Meyers. 'Ise jeweler.
PER--
Contractor 1-si .1alloran, of Cedar
Bluff, arrived ikl the city yesterday.
Hon. Given Canrsbell and wife ar-
rived last evening from St. Louis
and are at The Pelmet. They are
preparing to take up their home in
Arcadia, Where they -have completed
their new residence.
Messrs. N. L. and J. W. Gilbert, of
Murray, arrived in the city yesterday.
Mr. W. A. Blackburn, of Marion,
Ky., is here to attend the federal
court iehich convenes tomorrow for
a several days' session.
Mrs. F. W. Loving, of Denver, Col.,
is here visiting her son, Mir. H. H.
Loving, of Monroe street.
Miss Nora Hale has gone to Daw-
son Springs for a sojourn.
Mr. Victor Van de Male returned
yesterday from a drumming trip in
Termeisee.
Traveling Chief Dispatcher A. F.
Page, of the I. C., was here yesterday
from Chicago.
M4-s. William Wright and chilcken
have returned from Poplar Bina, Mo.,
where they visited the fornner's sis-
ter, Kra. Charles Webber,'.
Mrs. T. J. Newell yesterday re-
turned from May-field and attending
the conference. t
Mks. Carrie Flournoy EUis yester-
day returned from visiting in Mem-
phis, Tenn.
Mks. Lawrence Cleaves is visiting
in Mayfield and attendincsia6nreoce.
Miss Miay Hays yesterday rettwned
front visiting in MItyfield.
Colonel E. Polk Johnson and ex-
Governor Caleb Whit, of Utah, were
here yesterday. They are epecial
agents for the fecterak treasury- depart-
ment and inspected the postoffice
hare. Colonel Johnston resides at
Covington, Ky., and Mr. West at San
Francisco. they being out on an in-
spection trip of postofficee in Ken-
tucky, Ohio and Indiana.
Ifleschings Charlotte Conner and
J. W, Orr were yesterday called to
Memphis. Tenn., by the death of the
son of Mr. Charles B. Everidge,
formerly of here.
•Mr. E R. Adams leaves today for
Boston, after auditing the books of
the street car, gas and steam heating
eon/patties that were bought 'here by
• farm; Stone and Webster
ildr. Thomas Jackson., of Hot
Springs, Ark., returned home after
visiting his parents, Mk• and Mrs.
George Jackson, of North Six*.
Miss Elizabeth Nash turned




Mr. 'Sebree Hale is here from May
fietd visiting his parents, Captain and
Mrs. 1Clug Hake.
Mir. T. H. Bridges and wife, of
Fountain avenue, yesterday went to
Mayfidd to visit.
• Digineer J. G. Beeler, of the I.
C., has gone to Chicago.
1250 Reward.
Owing to the fact that one of the
labor unions of Pachkah has differ-
ences at this time with the Paducah
Street Railway company anti the fur-
ther fact that it is alleged that some-
one placed something on the track
of said company and thereby caused
the accident of yesterday morning
-Which resulted in the death of an em-
ploye of that company, and for the
further purpose of showing that or-
ionized labor countenancee no such
Methods as alleged, by vittue of the
power vested in tne as acting presi-
dent of Central Labor nion of Pa-
ducah, we hereby ("ger a reward of
$250 for the arrest anti conviction of
any union man who wan or is either
directly or indirectly responsible for
said accident.
CFAITRAL LABOR UNLON.
CHAS. HART, Acting Pres.
f iuseiRMININNimasirealials
; We Want Os Painters.
8/fi4day morning we want painters.91061. • Warren & Son, 114 Sixth
street.
Drunkentiess Charged.
(1. 11. .Richardson was locked up yes-
morning by Officer* Terrell
ross on the charge of being
431kInk T
Ikea & of the Peace.
,:illiveneo Jones was arrested by Offi-
-tees Hurley ancj Singery on a breach
of the poet charge.
' •
Sukide ef a, prominent Seneea. Ill.,
woman berause of remorse over un-
faithfulness to her husband opens a
scandal which involvies leading bosi-
new men.
TO REMOVE
FRECKLES AND PIMPLES POPULAR WANTSIn to Days, Use
NADINOLA 1.10k RENT OR SALE—Resi-dence at 837 Jefferson street, corner
The Complexion Beautirj Ninth. Fifty-eight feet front. Pos-
•Isession December 1st:
THE NADINOLA GEL
(Formerly aavectisad and said as
SA/111111011511.
No shange in formula or' package.
The name has only been changed to
avoid confusion, as we cannot afford
to have so valuable preparation oft-
fused with any other.) NADINIZZ.I.:A
is guaranteed, and money will be re-
funded in every case where it fails to
reniove freckles, pimples, liver-spots,
collar discoloration.s, black-heads, dis-
figuring eruptions, etc. The worst
cases in 20 days. Leaves the skin
clear, soft, healthy, and restores the
beauty of youth.
Price so cts and $1.00. Sold in
each city by all leading druggists, or
by mail.
Prepared only by.
NATIONAL TOILET CO., Paris, Tenn.
Sold in Paducah by all leading
druggists.
LIFE CLOSED
MRS. SUZANNE SAUNER PASS-
ED FROM LIFE LAST
EVENING.
She Had Lived Here for Over Forty
Years and Was Dearly Loved
by AIL
With deep and widespread regret
will there be received the information
that Mrs. Suzanne D. Sumer has
passed away at her home at ca7 North
Fourth street, where she has resided
for so many years with her nieces,.ter and salt water.M5sses Sue and Steak Atchison. Her
FOR RENT—Eight-room brick
reeidence in West End, $3o per
-month. Apply L. S. DuBois.
FOR RENT—Sent-loose on Broad
way near Seventh. Apply DuBois &
Koib.•
WANTED—Salesman for 1906 by
elicriesale jewelry house to sell their
line of jewefry to general arade in
Kentucky. We offer specjal„induce-
ments to merchants which makes
sales easy. High commissions, perm-
anent position. Department 511-356
Dearborn street, Chicago, IR.
FOR SALE One Buckts rang%
with water front; one kitchen cabinet
and) one Iceland refrigerator, all near-
ly new; cheap. Address L., this of-
fice or ring phone 2136.
FOR RENT—Six-room brick res-
idence. All modern converse-noes,
714 Harrison street. Apply to D. M.
Fuotsrnoy, em North Seventh.
FOR SALE—Cheap. Property on
northwest corner of Third and Ohio
streets. Address H. Rook, 9o8 South
Eleventh street, Paducah, Ky. /
LOST OR STRAYED—A sorrel
horse, 14 hands h-gh; one eye out;
sunken place on right side of rump.
Finder return t 0719 S. Eleventh and
be rewarded.
TAKEN UP—Tera bay mares have
been taken up by Jack Armstrong,
of the Blandville road. They are ts
hands high Owner call and get
them.
FOR RENT—Two corrifiortabk,
wail furnished bedrooms, within three
bloks of Fourth and Broadway.
Ring old phone 613-4.
FOR RENT—Two furnished rooms
at 229 Barth Eighth St.
IDEAL
MEAT MARKET
We have added to our
fine stock of meats a full
line of fish, both fresh wa-
dissolution 4cOripiti, sholiE PIO 1 Fri) WattF• Wilt6 o'clock last evening a was
result of a paralytic stroke. v714410 
utfaloMks. Sauner was quite ad
age and for the past year her health
had been on the decline, but she was
able to be up and about nearly all
the time. Thursday she w




tine's and compelled to repait to her
bed, it being at that time thought she
was suffering from only a sevete."s
tack of biliousness. She did not stein
very ill, and about 11 o'clock Friday
night a paralytic stroke commenced
creeping over her body, which was af-
fected entirely by daylight yesterday,
and she rendered unconscious. -She
remained in that senseless condition
and gradually grew worse until
claimed by the Grim Reaper.
Mks. Sauner Was born 70 years aro
in Pittsburg, Pa., and with her par-
ents moved to St. Loins, where their
home was made until t864 when they
located in Padboah, During 1870 she
was united in marriage to the late
Wm. D. Sauner, who was a valiant
and brave soldier of the South who
went through the civil war and came
out with a most creditable record.
After the Wtir he was engaged in bus-
iness at Corinth, Miss., arid did weel,
anwesing quite a fortunte, but retir-
ed from active life and came to this
city. Twelve years age while at Me-
ridian, Miss., on business he died, the
remains being buried there.
No children resulted from the union
and for ma number of years past the
deceased had lived with her nieces on
North Fourth street.
Mrs. Semler was a most estimable
and lovable woman whose friendship
was warmly cherished by the numer-
ous friends who looked upon her as
a doting mother. She was kind and
gentle with all and her caressing
hand will be missed by the entire
community. She was a devout and
consistent member of the First Chris-
tian church and an aetive worker for
the Daughters of the Confederacy,
her ancestors having been soldiers al-
ways at the front for the Lost Cause.
'Besides her two nieces hers ohs
leaves, one nephew, Mk. David Atchi-
son, now of this city, but who for a
number of year* lived in Cincirenati,
St. Louis and other points.
No aAengensents have yet been
mad-e for the funeral services, which
will probably take place tomorrow,
and be folicrwed by interment at Oak
Grove cemetery.
Xmas Presents.
Maws standard makes of pianos
and organs at low prices and easy
payments. Piano,. and organs rerrt-
ed, tuned lend repaired.
FRED P. WATSON & BRIO.
VICTOR H. TIM:WAS, Mr.
Wahl old *and, 311 Broadway.
Phone 53-R,
The Count of Flanders, brother of










We call the attention of
merchants to the fact that
we will fill all orders for
fish at any time el day
and give them special price.
THE KENTUCKY'
JaL
ONE WEEK I -
TELEPHONE 34d.
Monday, Nov. 20,




Wednesday Matinee—In the Maude
of the Cast. Night, Beware of Men.
Thursday Matinee—Camile. Night,
Great Poison Mystery.




Special vaudeville features between
try act.
Monday night lathes free with each
atic ticket if reserved before 6 p. m.
Monday.
Prices—te, 20 and 3oc.
$9 Round Trip to Chicago
Live Stock Exposition.
December 16, 17, :8 and sa.
From Louisville over Pesinselvattia
lines.' Parlor car library-cafe tar
train Saves Louisville 8:20 a.. m. 
ly. arrives, Chicago 5:3o p. m. Sleep-
car train leaves Louisville 815
p. m., arrives at Chicago at 7:10 a.
. Equaiily good renew esrvice.
Further information cordially sup-
plied upon velment addressed to C.
H. Hagerty, district passenger agent,
Louisville, Ky.
Cansie Wilson, of Shreve. Ky.
was burned to death Friday. She
was cooking and her ciotiles caught
fire from the Move.
BRUSHES OF ALL KINDS
Cloth Brushes, Hair Brushes, Tooth Brushes, Nail
Brushes, Flesh Brushes, Infant Brushes, Etc. .
We are over-stocked. That's all. We offer everything in this line at
COST OR LESS.
Good all bristle Hair Brushes, worth 25C and 3oc, for 
Extra fine aft bristle Hair Brushes, cost $4 to $5 per dozen,
Bone handle badger bristle Shaving Brush, worth eoc, for 
Shaving Brushes. at 5e and loe. worth twice our price.
IF YOU CAN, BRUSHES, COMBS OR SOAP NOW IS THE







The Very Best Flour That Money
Can Buy.
Ch e Buffet •
107 SOUTH FOURTH STREET
GI C. Gray, proprietor.
FINE OLD WINES AND WHISKIES
Ibrefisfilie* semesebie in the eatabie line served to seder. A
Imo aoonity boob far ss maw
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
Red &nipper We Write Anything in Inauranoe
Office 306 aree•ivey Phnom Mc* 365—Resi4eme 1696
Our collection of Cat Glass is fascinating in. its bean* and befillancy..
It must be sem tp get an ides of the variety and richness of design, as
tall as the quality of workmanship
Among the many different pieces may be ft und the exact something
that one desires for one's own me, or for a gift at a airy moderate price.
—Notice . ogr Cnt Glass window.
Jeweler,.
gXPERT ACCOUNTANT
For Auditing, Adjusting, Opening
or Closing Books. Shortest and
Simplest Methods. Apply to
JOHN D. SMITH, JR
Expert Accountant, uSFraternity Bldg.











CITY TAX NOTICE- • ,ma
CITY TAXPAYERS ARE HERS
BY REMINDED THAT ?HE
LAST HALF OF THEIR CITY,
TAXIS ARE DUE SINCE NO-
VEMBER THE FIRST. AYIER
DECEMBER THE FIRST TEN
PER CENT WILL Big Almon To
ALL UNPAID BILLS. WE DL.
TO GIVE EVERYONE AN
RTUNITY TO ESCAPE
Ptuatxx. KINDLY CALL
AT THE CITY .TREASURRICS
OFFICE, CID/ HALL, AND UT-
TLE, SOON 'AS 1POSIIIRLE, AND
'rims AVOID THE DISCOM-
FORT &ND DELAY 80 UN-
BUILDINO.
IlEARNE I rtLuE 11,A4TT  LAST DIAN THE
AY RESPECTFULLY, t
JOHN J. DORIAN,
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